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Standard, Eat. Apilik, ia PA
CASE READS DIOCESAN COUNCIL
LIKE FIVION OPENED SESSIONS
the Suit of Mrs. Head vs.









Slaughtef Suit , Haa Been Com-
PriligS>si4rat.1101/21,
• gnimed-.• sir o • s




dispiaggs 9n, account ofle. asmattel
tun' el her ilassband,.). 
t 
Clinton, Ky., abeut eighteen months
since. Mrs. Heat deigns Hdelge was
the one who killed her husband, and
at the last trial of the unit got
but the jodge. granted . a.
,,▪ tpew hearing. • , .
Mrs. Head lives near Clinton,
- stehere their home plate 'has been for
-A lung tense. Cheatham Hodge lived
on the adjoining term for rears.
'An enmity existed between Head
,ind !forth-, antl'or14 'finert the latter.
•bfriflier '1161' several Others we
around the Head home, when
Ch eath mak itiodgelsett, Aukt,led
brothel 'al they hirrnitti a
.Iêisgecleinas • they AWN. besting
▪ khen i‘c accidentally killed his
blother, while Head contended that
"tie pily came there and seared
some chickens Vitte fltet pbrpflle !of •getting Head Othe Ofi.-611"." Hoeft& ifid
assassinating in IShortly after° that te,4 was at-
tracted to the back porch one night
by a noise, and while standing there
34imeone fired frogs - beside the
smokehouse in the sear yard and
killed him, n the, gresenence of his
wife, who claims that by the flash
-"lilt the gdn'The saw Chatham Hodge
and another at the smokehouse from•whence the shot came
Hedy gpoi.esqcobeGraelten dain-
ty Lis( yr. *Wile /dirt, Read con-
tinues residing's.  pt Vie oltistonse
place. Ani eleYalicuillelir‘ she
filed suit for $25,000 against Head
the gspillICAINKEd.tlevi hobs
She received the Stspoo me
tinned during; teiel ..fot,t the litig
tion last fall; but a second hearin
was granted by the , con
After the judrisat w s rendOred
'Hodge went tts Clifton(and h#d a
witness of Mrs. fleadl afrestiit 'on
Om charge of swearing_ falsely in the
civil action • heti( Fliakd • she in
ao.tnrn had Hodge.,...pnetted on the
charge or intieder. /Ilk gave bond
—end this case also conies tip for
trial.
The test n the sidt
'here is verg. and .remind•one of the Mountainous sections, as




lb dwere t, i4 ate
who Wired ',ove
ed and gotten out of the way.
'IA
Icy agilillAiAlit,PitilVALcompany, was continued rintil today.
.Aq•The jury found for the defend:tat1 in the suit of the Mecinkfiter: Val,
IlDrisatiOrtig Sat* g',; Writer:treats rjkle L„moTriedman. Thu-bank.., sited,- d4ar4i-ants to reclaim on an indemnifying
bond, the ant risat44$1,eberm,
claim against a MeS . 'Vlahole, t e
confectioner w se britich‘ Establish •
inent at 404 R ' tfyraY'Vias • stild 'tin-der the mam
Petit Jurors 4 oy W. McKinney,Joseph Klein Hind. (:).,-, A. Torrence
were excused $front farther service
and GU!' G. Siriglstrmis W. 4R.' Waletern and Robe A Graham substituted.
Nola(  tlie summer monthsla
The lit igati Al ;,c..., Alt• r •Leigitaragainst H. A. 1 ' Rue was sat fortrial yesterday ot, it. wei not taken eho,h,••jitie .
A - - - '- -- ---- ied &her Co-siokers have gotten
11,14eiefil'etedaortaievi. Cwhaigleson, hoiust, wainfde
court in prosy .
lip as there isita, seatlemont out of '
are coddlicting their worship upon'"'"'" ' . '  the public, tholAughfares in All sec-- ' aaquip f sli p:31,44001Min 1 o, ' 41seg. ••, ..lfave a.ceo.inplished
groat good in tne past in this man-
shown their'
they can reach many epople who




BISHOP WOOD !N IDES
REV. CHILES AND 0TH MIS-
SION WORKERS Y :R.
DAY CAME OUT iN
PEL WAGON.
;




Grace Epiecopal c rch was last
on essei 4:int tpl# r the sermon
cage wittr, ge congrega-
Iir hie practically 'onietis the annual
gathering of the dioeeean,„cOpiacil for
This • ttate't EPitcripaliant.' 'The dis-
cove.* )vas• deliveced by Rev. Wit-
ham K. Marshall, rector of the
Chariot churc.b ,of Bowling Gretn.
Ky., and it was a brilliant talk, Stow-
ing the neverend gentleman to be a
most entertaining and • impressive
tslicer The sermon lastid for over
as hour and held the closest of at-tention from all in attendance. •
. This morning the actual meetingof the council commences pith
Ptshop Woodcock- in ihe pre-
i ars" • Noll. m Sin ' be
lisld at 9:30 o'clock by the bishop,
ted „.tlang I Atom, 1,..4rthur A.
thaFts tads#1114 'Rev. R. L.
MeCseary of C.aasat Mill, sad Mcv.
David C. Wright of this city. Inr.
midiately after the.s'ebtrihirunion the
gathering organize, for' boldness
v hie*, will ametiesie until noon, when
a recess of nGsety minutes will h.
t4ken kir lunch. The session will
then be resumed until 4:30 o'clock
when the entire delegation will be
taken over the city upon street cars.
which meet them in front of the
church on Broadway near Ninth, and
then carry the crowd over each di-
vision of, the stem It will take
until 6 o'clock for the outing. At
7:30 o'clock this evening prayer will
IN. held, • followed with A lecture by
Rev. W.. lkner of Louisville,
and Work of
accompanied. 
ns..:•• , 1 •sosiMve •
















hc' *PSC, bore crimet 'iti the his-
was committed In
tratit,eltom,,einitty, ten miles north
, when a man . by.
lidtk rman, an itinerant
and seversn
between thirteen




by parties with whom Ackerrna




•61ril1•!1, "414118. -the Alciiesti ...ofattilgeWausefEvansRef
t _ - • — 61. •
tlpeeo)re •Csiere v. ', ere .the '00upon:' %;hieit- tti:ey Slept 'stood pt:evmfiC - To Dissolve TernJens to the conflagration. .
tskV hen,,it pasty folotni,blif temp rosokedttke scene, a§put it o'cipck, the sills
cTetlie 'teteig trstrafilVaittoWskirfialgiThis seensed•tokinsiicati that the fire THIS MAKhad been started .several hours afterinidnight„, ,
the Niii6oriat''silorY.
The count/0'144k, by sparcely ,PROBA
settled, the nearest neighbor residing






VERSY A Fet VURY FAR
,charred bodies of Ackerman, his wife
- and seven mud! children among the
wreckage.
• Examination' Of-the' bodies * Dr.II. G. Eldrige disclsed the fact thatAckerman and his wife had beenstruck on the head- witkogome bluntinstrument. Their bodies werescattered about in different parts ofthe reins.
Every Skull Was Crushed.
Details indicate that the father,mother ,and each of the seven ehil-chen were murdered before thebuilding was fired, as the 'skull ofeach was crushed. The body of Aek-erman was found near the 'locationof the door leading from the bed-room in which he slept, and by hisside was a revolver The body ofMrs. Ackerman, who gave- birth-re- *-child on Friday last, was found withthat of her infant child outside
at'iltiliitiltihouse. 112oldest chid was found near the doorlepdigg oØ to _the ifroariporre
bodies sire; bid*
cdcally ,oary •. tic trenke an
-yaw CT •
Ana,. when he ,e-aw„ tha.t, the„,buiIding
had.; been,, destroy.e.d, , and ,, instil/0W
other neighbors before trying. to as-
'eertisfa'• ''''The feeling
thtEieghbut "Santa Rosa 'countY I's highover Attie dastardly deed, and every
effote• is-being! made to • apprehend
the guilty parties.
Ackerman moved to • the settle-
ment, which is known•iis Allentown,
from Opp. Ma.; about. three years
ago, and has always -been considered
to good and peaceful ditizen. I While
he' hati• no. regular charge it was his
custom preach • occasionally
thrOtighout'ithat 'section of Santa
Rom comity... He was not known- to
'have tiny enemies, rend -the motive
for the atrocious crime is a mystery.
A coroner's jury - is now investigating
the matter, and will bring in a trer-
•••••1111•1•Mlall
A fund of over $1,000 has been
raised by thg citizens _of _Milton,.
hich will be affetint:la
for the apprehension of the mur-
der , terA Wait been
a. ,fo e a r ar telif of
the state. es-
PROMINENT MASON
1.0 nisvittlis.74reTy:- itr"--W---AktiiiiaRobert Johnson one o fthe best-known residents of Louisville and aleader in Kentucky' Sftasonry., passaway this morning at 6 o'clock _ in.Chicago, where he had Maclefins biotitesince 1898. He had been in poorh alth for two or three years, and
the end was expected. Four monthsago he underwent a sericia operation«and, wMle be se*ed t iove
this, ot•h•r tronbtes devel ped whieh
frdmo i 
soon left no hope.
' r c N: f •::-Although he had not dwelt here for
eight years, Me. : Johnson was still
looked upon as a Citizen of Louis-
ville, and was held in the greatest
affection by if. thoissanda-of  irieed 
he lad_a_cquir . diving  ha kiekg,resi-
Tenei be e. . N. es.. been no se-

















While Mr. Johnson wrought long
' v tea grid Itionors and
ion --in the Voila ite, yet
was in the Scottish Rite thathis work
shone most brilliantly. He *as made
master of the Rotel Secret, thifty-
second degree, in the Grand Coniiet-
ory of Kentucky. December r, 1883,
iirttglit::Commander
of the court of honor in October. 18-
88. lie was coronetted an Inspector
Geflefal tftMorkiy, :cbietw-thdm degreeMay 25, 1139r. He was Venerable
Vide or Union'Lodge of Perfection,
No. 3, during 189i and 18q2, and wag,
Grand Muster of the Grand Consis-
tory of 'Kentucky, t894, 189'S and, 1896.
One., of r. 4 olprmon's lgreatest
works fie he Sekilish Rite,' was to
secure the Cathedrat on &XIII street,
near Walnut, He was President of
--NW Scottish Rite Masonic -Hall As-
sociation.
' • • ' .In spite of. trilif*.titials, arid i •  the
face of many predicted failures, he
.S.1131r.ed.ths_CAthaul. Yt hid) wit con-
structed where St. Paul's church














Abe" Will Have_ to Face








on• two indictment' chatiging 4tellar-
nation of perjury in the Dodge-
Morse divorce cafe, 'ands n4htt Moon'
day has been set as the date for his
trial.
Justice Scott today handed down a
decision denying the motion of  littm-
nie a counsel to quash the indict-
ments on the ground that Hummel
was compelled, in violation of his
constitutional rights, to give evidence





following suits; Theodore Stone, re-
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Rev. W. J. Hudspeth last eight
preached on "Rightly Dividing The
Word of Truth" at the Mechanics-
burg Christian church; where he and
Rev. Bags of the l'etith street Chris-
tian congregation are conducting
th 'r protracted mirth*, w ch
rted Sunday. 'OK akeni Dr.
talks upon "God's rifluence Upon




ing held only of evenings at the
etch. ,
• rthtd StrReA fth°0111fro;
;2 44-' *C411 T 11.1'fll Methodistchurch Rev. igst.c.,4 night
preached on "Home, white in the
afternoon be ivered another good
tertnOti that sv ' heard by a large
concourse. He lls the pulpit again
this afternoon 2:30 o'clock, and
thin evening at ii7:45 o'clock. Rev.
Peter Fields is 'insisting him. The
latter's wife ,haitbeen qqiiite ill, but







A negro fisherman yesterday
inorning down below the Illinois
tentral incline at foistief Aintertle,
Street, made a grcusome find, con-
isisting of the three fore fingers from
;he left hand of some white IRt.n.
he darky turned it over to, .St..
ames Goacher of r133 NerthlSixele
treet, who put the fingere




un-corked bottle fi e with nu
water, but inside which be, set* ee
he fingers. The negro. picked it up'
and afterwards showed it to Mr.
•
Goacher who bought it from the
datky, simply as a curiosity.
The ifinvil look like they havemistat *mite hand of someone,
b414 
in which they anum e known. They maynut
have befit amputated. ana Ithen
inlibittedne may have been irr,
'cf44'ml .the fingers cut off re-
Ilc;4g ti of rings. The nail are
1.41reiinnied and show they have
Ileiti-'41cept in good condition,
foitr411W Intist /five belong to
*n. The bottle /Atl-as if it was c rkedtnp but the cork cam out.
ras not chrivelled
re ore indicating that they had
no been in the water very Ion
- 7The Itsdne Means
t nom k •
The telegraphic- dispatches yester-
dar ffom. announced thlt
Jqdge.; -Witilter. • Even' ir354, rthe ,United
States coutyrhery shad refused to
dissolve the temporary injunction he
granted the Cumberland Telephone
the''thy dfn Pdti-cah. wtterookik !atter s.re - stt rerained
from interfering' with the 'company's
business until further orders of that
judge. Rejection of .this motion to
,Oiisolve, the jitdge decides that theernporary order remains in effect,
until next fall, when he takes up
the guestion as to whether or not
the, injunction shall be dissolved • or
made :anianent, which means thei• • 6mpnict ery here cannot do any-
thing ,,Witb the telephone ,004,•until the, Judge sets aside the en
ing restraining orders.
• It is more than probable that the
[city authorities will fight the matter
th the-bitter end, despite the recom-
mendation of City Solicitor James
Cattipbeil, Jr., that it be compro-
mised. The latter seenif to think
'the city has no charree to win, butthe balance of the authorities do notthink there is the slightest chance of
losing and will wage the defense aslong as the telephcme people prose-
cute their warfare against the muni-
cipality.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett has been em-ployed to help the city solicitor fight
the litigation, and the former is of
the opinion the municipality., hae a
most excellent case with noti, mit
chance in a thousand to lose, be-
cause its defense is backed up with
facts, justice and law. The city
solicitor, in recommending to the
council and aldermen that they com-
promise the matter with the tele-
phone company, Said Mr. Corbett
was for this also, but ,the solicitor
must have gotten this case con-
fused with some other, as Mr.
Corbett never has believed in settling
the matter except in the courts,
now that .the telephone people have
forced the fight. Mr. Corbett states
that rather than compromise ' he
would walk to Washington to getit before the eurcme court of the
United States, where he intends
carrying the suits which will decide
the point forever, and he doubts not
hut that it will be iii. favor of the
city. ,
Last Thursday night at. the alder-
manic session the members of this
board, on hearing the solicitor's
recommendation .to compromise,
talked as if they would take some
step in this direction if Judge Erects
yesterday refused to 'dissolve the
temporary injunction, but this turn
cannot be taken in offairs unless the
ecimen changes its position, as ten
night ago •tfint board expressed it-self as being willing to • carry the
matter to the end and disfavoting a
compromise.
Com
pugh,only.,a out 'fifty people
ré thediAt.the Kentucky last
evening, thejalle.of_Mr. W. R. Rob--inson of Louisville, on "Taxation"
'A 39 one of the finest ever heard in
this city, showing by his remarks
that he had insche a long , and re-
*mirthful study • of the important
topic that has an interesting bearing
upon everybody, owmng nroperty or
'not. the 'address was • delivered
der the auspices of the-Commercii&chit', and Mrs. Robinson deliveredsome unusually sound and legicalviews upon the theme.
He is here to attend the-dlocemitcouncil for the Kentucky Episeopal-'lens now in session at Celiac* chinch,'"knd consent l to deliver the talk.
•










ER TO SUPS FUQUA
AT FRANKFCNitS.
•• 
The Evening et JO14141111
Aot,
Asi•to 106 aluduateag il
• : r • • • ; • I
.1'01111.641r61/
Sept li,Lieb yesterday tentarbed
that nothing, Wit of the• otdinar# was
occurring in' the public 'schools at
ptesent, all attention 'and Ohetgy of
instrintor.. and students:. being' to-
wards eompletittir tetargenienta for
close Of •schoorless•than one /no/1th
now, and -the Ulric .bffes have' their
vacation until' the seetind Vondltrof
rext•September. •
The 'children, and eilpetially1 theie
of the graduating class, are 'aptilying
themsetves very bald •day',alsel night
to their studies in order to obviateany possibility of -failing., to passwhen the- final teinnfititients arc held
just before closing next month.. Thesnnerintendent says the, monthly re-
ports show unusuallY geitsd work for
the ,entire term by „thp scholars, and
he -does.. not bekeye many of. them
will fail to pass, judging front their
peat record since last September.When the semi-annual examinations
were held the first of last February,
the promations were more than us-
tinn of
tial and • itf:,tilizzipmE
The rs of Ithe
leo riseneem t.
esIT are w ei for. their
! 11 the occa-
"Sion ef their liv , *he junior,,
sophomores and freshmen are get-
ting in shape their entertainments to
nriar the- ericial• ' finality -.•• 4/ the
scholaetic institution& forthjs, year.
Supt. Lieb has not yet,. decided
where be will go :fir his summer
normal course, Chicago or New
York, but it will probably be the
latter place, as there. -he Ate
broug)dig,çlose coutaet with theemlnent educators of-the world and
glean much learning and information





Secretary W. If. Pitcher tirt for-
warded to Supt. James Fuqua of
public instruction Jar' this state, the
recapitulation showing the total
number of white and eislored chil-
dren of school age male and female.
The secretary has been at • work
several weeks copying off the re-
ports of the census enumerators, hut
being an expert penman, and thor-
oughly understanding the business,
he finished the documents in shirts*
time than it has -,.ever heretofore
taken to transcribe the requite.
Graduates' Entertainment_
•
The evening of Jaw, 8th hes been
selected as,, the time for the. •enter-taintuent the Paducah ,Alurnt4. A4M.0-ciation will give the wednetes pi this
year from the publig, high ,schoal,while the affair will he tendered in
the parlors of the Eagles' Home at
Sixth and ,Broadway, ,It will be in
the nature of a reception.. while
musicale and literary •peogramme will
he presented and delightful. refresh'
merits served. • :•, I
I r; • Tenho/ .• •
Ifiroadi.rson cotiffit4I1 M hei
room in the flotereitVg "Anfiet"at
Sixth and lffeint'llStreets, dIt an
'attack. of fever. "She Us the'lliktruc-
tor in the Franklin bolliffigiontklutli
Sixth "affsert and -one (AI' tW.I*Iost
poptilar teachers of iht corps.
county. School Diplomas..
Supt. ' 19.frfloilT IfIfflifitton of' the
county schools yesterday , announced
'that the following had pasied the ex.otninations held lent ,Week., and. were
awarded their common schooldiplomas eliOwing they had stood atest of the seisVeirlanght in the pub-lic edue.a.tiolll.,triltintions of therural districts; ,Horach Switzer,Annie Lee TrIamiltoy, 1Øiee Holbert.'of WoOdeille; /na RI
and Walter Wes .6g












Jim Doolin Was Locked Up on
Charge of Stealing Finnie's
R ope— Sheriff to Leave.
Jerry Davis, colored, was arrested
and locked up yesterday in the
county jail by Deputy Sheriff Gus
Rogers, on the charge of obtaining
goods by false pretenses.
It is claimed that Davis went to
a dealer and making certain pre-
tenses, procured the goods which he
took for his private use. The indict-
ment was returned by the last cir-
cuit court grand jury, but a bench
warrant just issued a day or two
ago. Davis had to go to jail on be-
ing unable to give bond.
Doolin In Deep.
Deputy Sheriff Rogers arrested
Jim Doofin, who was by this taken
from the city lockup to county jail.
He is charged with stealing rope
from Captain Finnie's barge over at
Brookport.
Doolin was arrested Monday night
by the police for being drunk and
fined $1 and costs in the police court
yesterday morning. The deputy
sheriff has been trying to locate him
on the bench warrant, and seeing hr
was in the police cotirt, got the city
officers to turn him over to the
county authorities. Doolin' was then
lodged in the county jail, being un•
able to furnish the bond required.
The rope was stolen from the
barge while over at Brookport. but
was recovered here in this harbor.
Did Not Get Aways
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie intended
leaving yesterday for Lexiikton,
'Ky., with Tom Albritton and Isom
Scott. who will be put in the reform
school. The sheriff has some busi-
teas that detained him, however, and




IT WILL RUN FROM THE
PINES TO MAYFIELD
ROAD.
Appraisers Selected to Inventory the
Estate of Elihu Harris—touple
Licensed to Wed.
Yesterday in the county court the
commissioners selected to look into
the proposition of opening a new
road from The Pines road to May-
:held and Metropolis road, made their
report, recommending that the high-
way be established. The court con-
curred in their recommendation and
the new road will be made right
away. It will open the last stretch
of highway needed ti connect the
cross-country leading, from one end
of the county, straight over towards
the other terminus.
Appraise Estate.
Hiram Smedley, James M. Lang
and II. W. Hills were selected as the
committee to apraise the estate of
the late Etihu Harris, the drummer
of the Winstead medicine company.
who died ,suddenty down in Missis-
;ppi last winter.
Property Sold.
W. C. 011ryan sold to J. B. Seel-
berry for $65, property located in
the O'Bryan addition. The deed wa4
filed with the clerk for record.
Harrison Williams bought from R.
P. Timmons for $122.10, land lying
out in the county.
Henry Allcock sold to Dec
Vaughan for $1,275, land out in the
rural districts.
Mrs. Etta Crayton bought from
W. C. O'Bryan for $75, laud in the
O'Bryan addition.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk yesterday issued a mar-
ridge license to Allen Rice. aged 20.




By mea s of a dream an Indiana
women di4covered her absent spouse
with another woman. If she could
teach this trick to her universal sis-
terhood, what a gigantic revolution
would be wrought in the conduct of
manland.
Purity
is a characteristic of nearly,
all Beers, but is only one of the
essentials of Quality.
•BUDWEISER
The King of Bottled Beers
is not only Pure and Carefully Sterilized, but is
brewed from the very choicest materials obtainable
—Barley-Malt from sound, thoroughly ripened
grain, Hops of the finest quality and Yeast of special
culture. A beer of exquisite taste and delightful
flavor is the result.
Budweiser is bottled only at the Horse Plant.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Aas'n
Si. Louts. U. S. A.
J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah.





hence suit for enough to reimburse
the transfer people for their loss.
G. W. Slaughter is the tailor of
Broadway, near Third street whose
son Frank Slaughter got his leg
cut off by falling under a caboose
he was trying to catch down on the
N., C. & St. L. between here and
Memphis. The son was learning to
hc a flagman. When his train
HASTY RESOLUTION DEMAND..! stopped he got off for a few
ING AMNESTY FROM CZAR moments and the train starting
DEFEATED. quickly he tried to leap aboard when
he fell beneath the car and his limb
was cut off. The father sued for
damages on the ground that the in-
jury to the boy cut off what the
father would have been benetitted
by salary earned by the son. The
suit although set for today will be
May Day Celebrations Give Enough
Promise of Disorder to Excite
Military Authorities.
St. Petersburg, May 15.—Another
of the incipient radical revolts with
which it is apparent the Constitution-
al Democratic majority must con-
tinually contend broke out today in
the lower house of the parliament
when labor members introduced reso-
lutions for the immediate. submis-
sion to Emperor Nicholas, by tele-
graph. of a demand that amnesty be
proclaimed at once.
In view of the May Day demon-
stration and the arrests that are ex-
pected tomorrow, the Constitutional
Democratic leaders were scarcely
able to stave off so precipitate a move
which would undo all the results of
their moderation, by sending their
best orators into the fray, when Pro-
fessor Kovalevski, a free-lance mem-
ber, proposed that, instead of tele-
graphing, the house send President
Mouromtseff to Peterhof with the re-
quest for immediate amnesty.
This threnatened to sweep the
house but the 'Constitutional Demo-
crats, by sharp politics, managed to
sidetrack the matter until after the
selection of a commission, which, ac-
cording to Russian procedure, oc-
cupied several hours, and then were
able to defeat it.
After this incident the lower house
adjourned until Tuesday. Nfay Day
was not mentioned, but abandon-
men • of the session tomorrow was
dictated nut of respect for the Social-
ist holiday, as well as with the desire
to' give commission adequate time to
draft the reply to the speech froth
the throne
Poles Seek Autonomy._
The Polish deputies •- lay began
their campaign for autonomy in in-
troducing a resolution for the inclu-
sion of a paragraph on that subject in
reply to the speech from the throne,
pointing out that the fundamental
lave which establishes the special po-
sition of Finland does not mention
the relations of Poland to the empire,
and the government's attitude regard-
ing the Ascii-ohm" of roland art
accomplished fact is therefore mani-
fested. The house turned over the
resolution to a commission, without
recommendation.
Though the Socialists and work-
men of St. Petersburg have proclaim-
ed their intention of celebrating May
Day peaceably, the govvnment has
made preparations on a large scale
m meet possible disorderers. Patrols




(Continued From Page One.)
ceiver, against the Paducah Street
Railway company: The Palmer
Transfer company against the Padu-
cah Street Railway company; G. W.
Slaughter against the N., C. & St.
L. railroad.
Stone is receiver for a liability
company which claims the street
railway people took out some
policies to indemnify it against
liability Claims. Some litigation
arose and the company is now suing
the street car people.
The Palmer Transfer company's
hack waa crashed into by a street
ne day and 'badly damaged,
dismissed when called, as
promise has been effected.
sued for loss of his leg







W. A. Mundy and other officers of
the local Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen, filed suit in the quarterly
court yepeerday against J. S. Taylor
for $177.50.
Taylor was formerly treasurer of
the local brotherhood and' handled
the lodge funds. When he went out
of office the lodge claimed he owed
the treasury this amunt and he gave
his note for it. Failing to pay the




....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Cl:. ss and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
Williams
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you hom'e to lunch




The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon-
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi-
cycles are the best that can  be pro
duced $t5 up.
See our stoci of Second Hand
bicycles.
town for Tires, Bellz, Pumps, Saddles, etc. Re-
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
te6 and tell North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Thome.
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.'
5 Horse Power MotOr.
51/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.
to Horse Power Motor.
I .200 Light Dynamo,
F'OREIVIAN13ROS.
Novelty Works.









All that's Best in Mattresses
.Guaranteed by us as well
as Ostermoor.
Take care—Don't be fooled.
JIM
LOOK FOR THE LABEL
Put there by Ostermoor for your
protection. Beware of imitations
trading on the Ostermoor
success. We sell the genuine.
L. B. OGILVIE 6 CO.
Broadway and Fourth
Do You Like Music?
WE HAVE ALL KINDS SHEET MUSIC
Here Are a Few of
Song Successes.
Nigger
What Has the Night Time
I With the Girl...
Loves His 'Possum
OFFER YOU. ems
the Latest and Best
Instrumental Hits 
asc Mistletoe Waltzes 





Let Me See You Smile 25C Twilight Meditation asc
Meditation — Song  . 2sc Flying Arrow—Indianesque ...2se
To Bohemia   .2sc Young Antelope.
•
DON'T FORGET OUR tot EDITIONS—We have 4.000 pieces of the









for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOhlr. fon.












Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPAie
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
emmi
nttnnumuttnnuastuninussintrissmi
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
Ise per roll.
per that is usually sold elsewher.
sell for Sc.
. Paper usually sold at foe we will
For the next few days Wallpa-
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
ISNINOMISSIIIIttittntiMatatttualmitut




DISCOVERY OP' A PATCH WORTS
A SHALL FORTUNE.
BRITISH SHELL OF 1812.
Baltimore an Brings Up in Fish








't Superintendent Says New 
Machinery
Could Be Used if Bond Issu
e
Carried for Enlargement.
r4ipenntendent Kebbles, of 
the
deity's electric light plant, has
 turned
Ilse street lights on again, 
after clos-
n• g down the plant a week for 
repairs
gleeded to the armature, 
while new
\seri built 1. .r thi boile
r-.
It was Moonlight 'While 
the Dower-
'louse was not running, 
therefore the
public suffered none as the th
e result.
The temporary repairs 
were well
done and will help tide t
hings over
until a better plant is 
installed.
Superintendent Kebles says that 
an
engine or two can be put 
in now
lind this will be sufficient
 unti next
fall when the people will 
vote bonds
to construct a larger plant 
that will
furnish public and private 
lighting
both. The superintendent is
 of the
opin'on that whatever machinery 
put
in now will . not be useless 
expense
!when the bond issue goes 
through,
as the mechanism can be cont
inued is
use when the plant is enlarged.
"Of course," he says, "some of 
the
machines now in use will have to h
e
thrown away, this bein
g a certainty,
whether a bond issue or no, as 
it
is in a very delapidated and 
useless
condition. It would not have lasted
long if the power-house had not 
been





REFEREE BAGBY WIt4DING UP
THE HARGROVE
LITIGATION.
A. W. Lewis. Coloredk Charged 
with
Using Canceled Stamp on Letter
lotecks malied.
Referee E W. Bagby. of the hank
rupt court, will by the last of 
this
week about wind up the W. 0. liar
\,krovebankruptcy proceeding, w
here-
latter seeks a discharge This
c se has seen a long and vartcd 
career
i nthe courts. Hargrove is of C
allo-
way county, and filed his petition 
in
bankruptcy. It was referred to th
e
referee here for adjudicati.n Ault-
man-Taylor and company of Ohio 
ate
one of his' creditors, and 
they filed
Suit in the district court before
 Judge
Evans at Louisville for collection o
f
the sum, desiring Hargrovr's proper
-
ty be subjectcr to payment of the
debts.
This firm then filed objections
 to
Hargrove's discharge in bankrup
tcy,
and these specifications were referre
d
to Mr. Bagby by Judge Evans. Th
e
local referee decided that certain
property of Hergrove's was subj..-ct
to the debts and others were not.
Aultmn-Taylor appealed to Judge
'Evans, who susttalned part of the
referee's decision, and overruled a
portion. The matter was then t
aken
I. the district court of appeals a
t
Cincinnati, and there the referee 
was
partially overruled. Wow the coder
comes to selt certain properties to
be applied to the circuit court d
ebt.
and the H'argrove trustee will b
e
made the commissioner to sell 
the
property, so, the proceeds of the sale,
on getting into his hands as commis-
sioner, will be transferred by him t
o
himself as trustee and the money the
n




Deputy Marshal Wade Brown ar-
rived here yesterday from Cayc
e. Ky..
with A. W. Lewis, colored, who
veitIt-oftier 4—easeeletle
age stamp to forward a letter through
the United States mails. He will he
given a examining trial before United
States Commissioner W. Armour
Gardner.
Heseig Checics
Yesterday Trustees Arthur Martin
and Cecil Reed, of the Dr. H. T. He,-
erg bankruptcy proceeding, melted
accks out to the Iiessig creditors,
paying them ten pet- cent of their
claims. This i 'the first dividends
declar, .1. and includes every creditor
excepl hi= mother, whose $tS,0000
claim lo objected to by the Others
bolding accounts against the phr
Bician.
Filed Petition.
Win W. Ayers, of Faxon, Callo-
way county, filed- a petition in bank-
ruptcy yesterday, giving $5,195 Habil- "And to-night I am going to burn all
hies and no ssets. The heaviest Pa- color, and within a
n hour is of the tlia Old love letters In my trunk."
ducah creditors are George 0. Hart dark ginger color of his Princely
 an- "B—but why are you going to ate.
and Sons company, $130; S. Fels and, cestoes. At 
night he becomes an
company $1,03$4); Hecht and company alab
aster white. The mixture of carti 
him?"
"Discard him? Why, you goo's,
$1156: NV'eakS brothers and company bloods is said 
to be acoentable for
Itringe phcaontenon. _ . 





Brushed Scales from Face Like Pow-
der—Under Physicians Six Months
But Grew Worse Some Said
Face Would Be Marked for Life—
Now Without a Blemish.
CUTICURA REMEDIES
WORK WONDERS.
"As I was a sufferer with eczema
I write to tellyou what a great friend
I found in Cuticura Remedios. In
six months I had
tried three doetore,
but tuti not get any
better. It was on
my body and on my
feet so thick that
I could hardly put
a pin on me with-
out touching ec-
F 'zeros. My face was
covered, my eyebrows came out, and
then it got in my eye. I then went to
another doctor. He .asked me what
I was taking for it, and I told him
Cuticura. He said that was a very
good thing, but that he thought that
my face would be marked for life. But
Cuticura did its work and my face is
now just as clear as it ever was.
"My brother-in-law told me about
the wonderful Cuticura remedies.
I took his advice and got the Ointment,
Soap, and Resolvent. I washed with
the Cutiettra f4oap and then applied
the Ointment, and took Concurs
Resolvent as directed. In a short
time my face began to get better, and
when I had taken one bottle of
Re:tot-vent I could brush the scales
off my face like a powder. When I
had taken four bottles my face was as
elear as ever.
"1 told all my friends about my
remarkable cure. I feel so thankful
I want everybody far and wide to
know what Cuticura can do. It is a
sure cure for eczema. (signed) Mrs.
Emma White, 641 Cherner Place,
Quaideo, N. J., April 25, 1905."
nsoo. too
als,aad_lownal •Tramoient floe worry
eassiortag 
tosogazIala. lama to
wow• AIM tribellana aIrsChwoism.




HE WAS CHARGED WITH CUT-
TING GUS NOLEN, COL-
ORED HACKMAN.
Harry Clark Was Dismissed Because
Mrs. Warner Did Not Appear to
Propecuto—Police Court.
There %els dismised ,t, r day in
the police court the warrant harging
John Gillespie, colored, with cutting
!Gus Nolen, colored, one night last
week out about Eighth and Ohio
streets, when they fought because
whuld not pay fifty cents
Nolen wanted to charge him for rid-
ing in his hack.
Harry Clark alias "Slim' Clark was
dismissed of the warrant charging
him with stealing the carnival cane
and revolver rack outfit of Mrs
Walter Wiarner lie was caught at
Dexter, Mo., last week and brought
back here, and although the woman
was in town the night he was brought
in, she fails now to show up and
prosccute the proceeding, therefore it
had to be dismissed,
Frank 'Minor was fine'', dip sail
costs for a breach of is pint; /III
Doolia fined the same. Wiwneard
fined $5. Pete Griffin clamillillek led
Alford dismissed, Sam Jeckscie deed
$to, and • Wm. Jefferson given con-
tinuance until today.
The cow case against 4. D. Redden
was dismissed.
Mien Walters and James Molls
were fined Sr apd costs each lot be-
ing drunk.
J. W. Newton was given continu-
ance until today of the warrant charg-
ing him woth doing contractor's busi-
nese without a city license.
Judge. Sanders was ill yesterday and
Ninth and Mlnnroe street flats, and
Attorney David Cross acted as spe-
cial judge for the court.
BOY RIVALS A CHAMELEON.
Infant Changes Color Thre4 limes in
Every Twenty-four Hours.
Carp weighing from a
--The--esartee-ef-e-peurs4-4e--three-
have been taken in this way for the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
vultures. The keeoers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass captured
are bent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or in emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
Studs at of a University Law School
La Bangor, Maine, Finds a
Mysterious Source
Riches.
If a rich vein of gold-bearing quarts
had been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountain the rush of for-
tune seekers would not have been
greater than jt has been to Sarsaparilla
gulls' during the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
! quantities in the gravelly soil on the
' gully banks, sass a recent Newburg
(Me.) report.
The pioneer in the business is John
M. Thurlough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
gor. Last year it was noticed that
he Jh,l h r rlf the Saturdey••
garnes played by tho students.
The reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to gb to his home in
Fairfield and pass the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a $600
piano and had it installed in his room,
the goesips learned the secret of his
sudien access to riches, and most of
the srnuntry had something to talk
about for a year to corns. The smile.-
nation made by young Thurlough was
very temple.
He had an aunt living in Newburg,
and one day when he was calling on
her the family went to Sarsaparflla tul-
le,' to dig roots for the usual spina
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla galley had gone through
the coenty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and than
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and checkerberry leaves
and sugar, and then adding yeast and
letting the compound ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach • condition
of abeolute health.
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or.
Mears sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which tile
Wombs belonged, be took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were ginneng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having e good working knowledge
of the law, young Thurlough bonded
the land lying on either side of the
gully and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there was a quick sale al
$2-50 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up about $10.001
last year, and sold his provisions/
lease to a Boston company for $11.004
In cask.
It is asserted that the company has duS
and sold ginseng roots valued at M.
000 the past season, and now that the
affair Is no longer a secret, hundred'
of eager people are hunting Dixmon°
and Newburg hills In the hops ol
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatie
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park 'reline('
along the east side of the Bronx river
not far from the subway entrance have
been Interee'sd in a circular not that
was placed in the stream a few day,
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York Sun, for the double pm.
pose et supplying Ash dinners to ths
birds of the moo and speorimens
the aquarium at the Battery.
, A row of stakes sear the bank leads
eat to the net, which is funnel shaped
with tiva large end inshore. The lab
comma to the bank to feed enter the
melon and naturally swim back into
deep water, but they Ind the net nar-
rowing, and when they slide through
the small hole In the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a larger
net of the same style. Tbe net is
about 15 feet long and four feet wide
at the mouth.
and suckers
Des &Alines, Ia., M'av its —A baby
who changes colorer three times in
every twenkr-four hours lb a curiosity
in Des Moines: it is little Eli Rami,
the twelve-months-old son of 'count
Natho,,who married an AmericiiIP girl
in Quincey, Ill., theree years ago., t i*
the first baby of Hindoo parentage
ever born in America.
Mien the little fellow awakens at
sunrise he is a pretty pink, falt-com-
plexionett boy. At noon he changes
It Was All Over.
"No more will I bear his footstepe
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him again."
"Ton don't mean it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
Mt on this sofa three nights a wash
and call me pet names as he has been
doing for the past two pears." '
"I am astonished."
An interesting relic of the war of 1112
was recently hauled from the depth of
Curtis bay in a fish seine by B. It. Stulh,
of this city, says the Baltimore amen-
can. The relic is a shell which is sup-
posed to have been dropped overboard
from one of the British warships which
assailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordnance officers pronounced
It a shell of English make, end also in-
formed it,. Stull that tt was loaded. Mr.
Stull was determined to And out what
was Inside, and, piecing it under water,
he carefully bored through the bell
metal cap. When the cap was removed
about a gill of black powder, which Is
good Condition, came out. Theie was
something else inside, so Mr. Stull con-
tinued to dig, and at last dislodged 175
leaden bullets, each about five-eighths
of an inch in diameter, which had been
tirmly embedded to brimstone.
The shell is live and five-eighths
Inches in diameter and, with its con-
tents, weighs 221/, pounds.
It was also learned by Mr. Stull that
the wooden cap was a portion of the
ehell, the method of shooting the shell
being to place the cap on the shell, with
a fuse leading through the cap and the
bell metal to the interior of the shell.
The powder charge for the gun was then
either tied or wrapped around the out-
side of the wooden cap and the whole
placed in the gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder ignited the fuse,
which in turn carried a spark to the
powder in the shell. The spark reach-
ing the brimstone caused a gas to
form, and this exploded the shell, the
leaden bullets causing the destruction.
GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
New Line of Business That Is
Worked in Connection with
the Florist's.
"Crape pullers get a 20 per eent
commission," said the conservative
florist. "That commission comes off
the flowers, though," be added, sneer-
Int.
'What is a crape puller?"
"A crape puller is a man who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, calls on all the bereaved
families and solicits orders for flow-
ers for the funeraL We call such a
man a crape puller contemptuously,
pretending that he gets indoors by
yanking the crape which bangs from
the deer hell.
"A good many florists encourage
crape Pulling—in fact, live on it.
They have booklets, illustrated with
photographs, that tall all about the
martens designs they make. With
these booklets the crape 'palter can
solicit order* in an intelligible way.
"We conservatives don't encourage
craps pulling. We consider it unseem-
ly and indecorous in the Bret place,
and in the second place, since the big
commlssicn comes not out of the
pocket of the florist, but off the or
dee of the purthaaer, we eossider it a
little dishonest. But death is alwain
with as. 1- ,orlsts must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundreds weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska. Smucker Has Nesting Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
Nowadays you're likely to !lad a
modern heating plant in almost any
corner of the world, no matter how re.
mote It may be, said a representative
of a prominent heating appliance man-
ufactory.
Not so very tong ago our company
was asked to make an estimate for
putting In a modern steam pleat in a
Nod house on a lonesome Nebraslia
mach. I saw the house, and while its
exterior was not very prepossessing,
its interior was most comfortably fit-
ted up and furnished. it hpri cx
rooms, I think, all of them liberal la
sirs, and Wed out in • *modern way.
Vie owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. He
merely hadaa get around to 'buildhsg
a wood, hen* or brick residence, Hts
sod house is located about 40 miles
from a railroad and In a 'lonesome
irtrelch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement
Wife (returned from church to he"
husband, who had stayed at home)—
You should have heard Dr. Doe's net'
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has mad. such
a profound impression on me
teowttt-inaters better woman at
me as long as I live.
Husband—vid you walk home?
"Oh. no; I took a car, and, do yov
know, John, the contiuctor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved s
alckeL Wasn't I lucky?"--Chicage
Journal.
Parsimony in Church.
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar-
ing, in the course of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm of
nature his, It were an offering far
too small," at the same time grop.
tag in the recesses of his trousers
for the threepenny-blt which he knows
to be there—Vanity Pair.
Linguistic "Belles."
The long-distance telephone system
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
fit Petersburg. Vienna, Paris, Rome
and Brussels. The operators are meet-
ly women who are proficient in the
languages of the principal countries
of Europe. There highly, trained and













"Saves 25 per cent. of the operator's
Time which your time.
J
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts.,
o1 EN It° iSitell4 r ibig11.1143 ycshowinc.14.e.Tti2D.rfiost eci:17FILL BIC VC vestal"
DO NOY Etur A BICYCLE
laexitelgal'igssvd.:Bawl, any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
from fury.
OT on any i'xd of germ, until ,you have received our completeatIrtreZ tett";
larnes illostrating and descnbing every kind of high-grade and low-graeh
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOT/
PRICES and wonderful oew offers made possible by selling from factors
direct to rider with no middlemen's prodts.
WE NOP ON APPROVAL without Gerd &peril, Pay the Pr-eight and
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no °thee
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vats
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need a owe. avow in every town and can offer an opportunits
to make mosey to sultabk young men who apply at once.




Pair fojitius= OUT THE AIR
WWI LET
(0AitH WITH ORDEN Si...)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Musdiel Tbsesaad plea aim la actual use Over
Seventy-Nu Hemel paint mid last year.
enclose this advertisement. We will also one nickel
plated braes hand pump qaa two hsaspeoe metal ptmeture closers on full paid orders (theme mend
puncture closers to be mad In cape of intentional knife cam or beavyymbes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if say reason they are Dot satisfactory on equalisation.
We are perfectly reliable sod money vent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask year PosimaMer,
hanker, xpre.. or Freight Agent or the *Star of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
them dem you will doff that they will ride easier, run faaWr., wear better, last longer and look
Meer then my ::re yea have evew and or seen at say price. We know that you will be so well pleased
that whom yen want a bicycle von will give us your Order. We want you to mead as it email trial
order at mice, hence Mix ranuirUble tire offer.
bollt-up-whepM, saddles. pedals, parts and repairs. and
00ASMINalliAlrE3y everything in the bicycle line are mid by us at half Iheassuat
prices clumped by dealers and repair men. Waite for our big sasrorty eatelogue.7. win. but write us • postal today. DO NOT vnisrit or RUTIN° •
bioyek m a pale of time from anyone until you know the new and
weaderful slew we are making It only costs a postal So kern everything. write it Now.
MID STOLE 11011P1111Y, Ilept.,"Jl" ONICA1111, ILL;
Welkial Ube Oka rehear tread
"A" sad pe.osese Mips "ila^
and "D," alse sina strip "it"




JSESDRIP17101, Issis it ell slam ft is lively and easy riding, veer durable and lined inakieth a ape, 1..1 quality of rubber, whlkh never becomes poetess and which doom up small punctures
without El ;,,vring the air to esespe. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires beeteeft bees res=1 tip once or twice ha a whelk mason. They weigh am more than
peewee lark maw i "Hold sack" sessia Manimanaly felt when riding oe asphalt
ng ea t es ng ,eis by several layers of thin, specially
sr soft roads is overcome by the patent " Weave" head which peemats an air from being
Fels.per pair, music we are making a medal factory prim to the rider
out between the tine aid the road thsee,uecoe.Ing all cation The reviler price et theme
sob! gese per pair. All ids dory letter is raisted We ship CO.D. on approvaL
Tao de net pay a cent have
We will snow a
FULL CARR 
and found teem strietiy am ted.
ot 3 cm* (thereby motto' the price ee.$tp.r pair)if you send 
WITH!
Next loWashingOishos
-. .The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the clue of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unlege,„of CQJAtJC. yon. ..Own
Hot) Water oriStearttijSystem
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
D.Hannan






Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household!:Goods. Both 'Phone.
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A 'hy4rsg, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM. President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
' ROBERT S. WILHELM', Secretary.
•
Entered at the tiestoftice'nf '
cah, Ky., as second-class to
One Year
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can never be directly or indirectly
fitatle to the people and must,




conditionsi portrayed by the
aper -re very similar to
calt.t. and it is time for
..
to lassert themselves,
of spInding the tax pay-
to- build up other people's
_demand that all people
,)14nefitsir.from the city, be
ito pay ,: into the common...
'osuch surlis as the privileges
to them!
C.4,it ct Pole RAnts.























if y of $5oo,-
benefit of the railroads that will use °°°-
„ s 41e.4iLes.on?trofilAte,i-
.
,. . . .... • 'ere in Fa uca the expenditure
of $1,200 accorcitemethe,ejtiengin:
eer will put Island creek bridge at
Fourth street in condition to last ten
years longer, or a breed new bridge
to . olnodiii •telicliete .and' pedes-
)ia
itic
a be b lilfor less than $6,COO11 . .
t t ere is a move to build a bridge
that will cost $28,00q Iti ithrit'libintr,
:-.11 be-causç. tbe„,.st•coet c er. ;Company,
wishes to extend-its lines to -Meehan-
fwejlnarg• - netrete- tr-iiiIT ' in:Crease - Ili
riffreery matted'''. yet .the ,
4 P,II,Y.• '16' • itle..,riaincired,'"*lays it
will pay ont-fiainthee•Cif the. cost of
tliF bridge which Means that the tat-
payers of PithicitiPa;44. lititpAte to
pay the other, for 'the 'bridge
jest- to,:accnin,thOditge .the street
• ,•ffir
c Ak- 44-ttlifi....4144.1A4kki nRt
spend more thatilt,,,t4geVAriAt :0












hewilderin array of propositions for




and, in view of the itional fact
that str+Sng piltment of ptibtioltspinH
ion sfinicsorsstigrest ittithe•idireetion(oft
municipal ownership,* , 11.1
"There is the bon
•
amount o ten mNlions tor tee
bridganni though ,Agobosly ,pitas, yet
attempted in a practical way to show
that such a structure would be any-
thing more than a dead loss in °per-
ul t
prOp i t ion
t tl
____ •the olciprojr, !gr,plings.,efortrarly two
millions, when the 'C'ffy hat 'no 1510%4
fran,the-inapscreto oat ai ftrallon  paric.„-..Alg._ 1.6444.4w.,...fffi,.....44,e0e... ...gew er frti y
a niagnificient natural- park property inttrtstied in rnyality will be
lying almost alongsik the pronosed please4.40 learn; that His High
Vie-ito ani,r Ar-• 
()
14 tilt
-a race tract, or spec. way, in orest
park, though considernble claniffetrail
arisen over the.delv in .restosing that
part of the pleW tiled -the vibitdti
isfr,PIN•111011111.1158•1'
"The sober wisdprillet our citizen-
eltOw nrolest , against a race
fringe rest -
if•Oherald let:nand that the superb votinjg cris; propesitje.a-lo
Obi pi ttraIllon park be made a real bonds for a water and light plant. e
attraction for the polftitsiti affklis,11Aerittlansiliot Russia.
haaie oweano
and indifferent -1e
'tip& a square .,
Atettts,eand scrap *11




an/I 411 iiTher cities, and IS
bat nettio4itignala -TtLi4ce of the fact-t.. • ,
that the epople own the streets, and
•witerteser the city demands compen-
sentation for the use of the public
1
curs tha, i tikes:1*mi 040 g
highway 't; cart. geefiti.. fit oitp o
a case properly before the courts r
-tica.t..fflelidaricri are defective, which
5mP.Irsizef thcl• value of having able
lawYeril tO 1661e after a city's interest,
trt•••by• versint,...t vffoits a vhy will
etetuually control the ,isituatioo.
The great lineetty thaerpagy cities













Ift.' fent inarptiralionie48'Aran. e so's
'lain' "tie vits4 111 ?ft
If Idesapaisc•eito. colinct,ireat arbr;.r
potti" gfil ,f
it*e 4441
iheckelitiigetc% oiled iikOinsiettlikat4' tilt
matter lj,,st
siteingnall.thusaistdowstitewil4tIo&Pa-
dem.. sm. .nisn earesauT vo,4-weent,!
ii • .1 .:!!4,a jahaLaallir41141111,14
.•••••., rt. 3•41:1**. .. • tro
ZAJIMILPIIMOOLAWAY;
L';ia iars24:$4* CltrAtol








giliby_irenia_ bora r4i oviwmthis nowone-Isty
wi•w4t. aTe;sersoo) 1 134140111P111 sfilli
3 •'III i Ask• ••• ..., . •Ir.• 11,11•71.4. ••••i
-ntrw-trek.
n in the senate,
Great minds run\in the sante, chan-
t,. • •riguivii l'Atsitihvb
pelierowp ./1124„,cgurW,,,t#r the
surruiltartswas„apperteanpe of,,c,ha salty:
editorial paragraph in half a dozen
t
• •.••
paragrap s are -goo. enough to re-
griodttest bon thii Wnehinitie "ed” is








. 111,1i. Pt? tZ /1,1#4
datahbr: „,
enough to the nam.)
114 -Indian prince has









pn"pi,c1 " 54;4. 'bef;Paid,,
wire-uiti.gArg9r.aAftigPs' includip
the. Me inP h 4,, • Fdll'el6.-aittail WAY 4 ‘•;0•41_,
pany., substance LOA r.•.atiocisaou
nic.ans that the city.; Asa, received:at
IèisstSisoo;000 tit cash:irotri the loom-
pardissensing :cores,ivettile• annualineve-
niie"af the eibf.k-Will'•'1)e increitsed
about $36,Ood,Ttriele 'rental: ' •
41.111der the 'Pr,orsiinn e'tif
etnz'etike's
up,otttie poles - oCcp'tfl, the
solletr4t Orsite•WAs...Pf Ole
ci4fe iS . $3.
114 aFUMVAL i44tilhal4i..CLiatt * pKiir
nw3C•21:witich.,wa$, adopted by thr„leg
isAative council, during the first term
nf•officot otirtfayor Witham:a; -'It wan
after•shis,ontinance VMS- patZsed••=and
Leffoet••vials. mode' to'enforte, it that
the, rtitfter.WaltifiTeen illtd114te cciortFk
j'effoit"" 'rent
Ohm' tflei"ififfki,+iii-jt'brfoStstibris, us-
i1á made Aytt9i; 'ay
ticat `tinte. 10_4:1;1110f, 71±4,4 ,S901k4
cl'.44:4. 1111/14.4 54,, ft 0154E466OP:
panics, it was tile late Hu L.
Brittleley, ttkprijsk,itruber;,e‘
ann. police comaisaicin. who -Iiiti-O-
esliced:rilwt fitHlettielation cm the sub-
ject. AP4 *,,:ttliat.. time, it*.wase be-
lieved that $2 avould ,lap a sufficient
rnntal. Nothing was done, however.
and the matter rested. •••.-•
-The different corporatiows- invol-
ved !declined to recognise' the riled
o' she roarreil'An e;oflett ttik rentti
and the matter was never urged -by




it as u4dtS164, ?iv F Ant g1,2n;
dkuit„e prainance, tn,a ss.•
altr.saawfw,i4. , nay
rapt (04,,tke gee, ot,
cleanciktnara Cionsberger
the member who became).* enthiusi:
aelicostr•this subject and, hevnii note
oil every subsequent .counedl meseigis
show that whenever a-.-petitiott
wok ftledbask4ng' -tor !it.* 'in V*
rt-Vra thatilie"voled /•••
eit• ti to vivfeerfti a t trti
an nital r ill WA' ped to VIP feldt•
t Pl'effe g " ItiatTho'issiffried




'UNITED STATES COURT OF' APKEA,I4 pEcIDES THAT MEM:
,,RAIA„is ENTITLED TO THREE , 1.?Ot.X4ES FOR EVERY
..• „ STREETSr-.:MEANS A HALF • MILLION. LtQLLARS
TO TRA.T CITY .
44.4•1 . •
* ri.).0ic—pfil..4t.,t,i • , •
ever' iflis4t4; trite-Velutici 1 was "Muth
interdtedi'll the hearing 'bf the.'caae,
NIO.'14cridberger, whose interdst
of his resedittion 'Wad
beecO•Mr--4'w!'etened; was one. of the
tde/itriH e"unbers of the l.slative
f011qwed the proceedingn,
a this time. The decision .itt.te
tiakiecneprt:maa:;n1t, final, and .anp-
Peal WI:ill; :Pf aPPea/S wa
:All,e4,,thc,papers .the t,aSe,
ant, tip.,..EcsorcL, was, ,pc•epp,reti all
fOrd. with the higher tribunal.
The oa4o.i.,ats‘eti until. ,recently,1
veltrin••bitis.,coust• was in ..sossicts-,in
Memphis., At that time .the••*Pitt*i.
was nweafor ,hearing. and. City sAttoef.
nTitotans,‘ Ht., Jackson arid James
L: • McRae- presented the cause of
the cityi. They follawed'closely the
li*iff'the' case, which•was first sug-
ge!delli hr. Mr: 'Watkins- •and ' later. 'GI-
lineedt citir bY "Mr.' Walsh. • Their 'ef-
fort WA La'rrieost effi-ctive one and
tliW4decision:-'yeterday Confirmed the





etsti rAiii it 4.
, C 0113.0g1 urt'irAtbrigaini
ox, a ..Roiel„ ordia nee. "Counciltor.
L.a,Criant others, .took- at itc;tf",f'
hand im,thp, matter. Mayur
titan-appointed° a .cominivau, cgasr
posetl.,of Waiter..Moon chairtnes
Ist,efirinkley•and.•David Gensbee!.
ger, to investigate the -matter. c:edr,
Brinkley ccmterrded that $2 was a ttlif-171"tiriflt titodif-
ssiftlfssi(eitt. askassin t, 4o liert h g Bit
nual rental of It'AiWee was agreed
urt.ln,ri I/ '19All ."14tigi.V/6.8
:00% iii1444411.1""lowate"7,11:11frA "7 to. 4eplifehrL18. tAnuic*4h tirhiearic tiiy irt6h4le
h.yenalla.mestraseil.$11, T.hc pita, „attorney, ri•011oicieralhartlitid ' (down • yesterday/
trave,40 The cosispedieniavittlup.,,itioreg
the riding ofrialteinoto- pay a




rental for each pr4c in • •• or $2 upprecediagittadistenos...froen i•saspg ats
dattitottl, tnintwitifileo totyeointehtn i ,rit,iweevereaninws,i,z it:ittuvetitga..avoimtimdaa.,:err Itss•lia.,itn;1,hlero.gessilet1,..i-
ptilyriff UV' ege* fs64-efi 4411•W#
I
rge.,,doks..itirbnisoe6.44/ ets4Ctefffl "tftiql:litn • ail copy 'nf 'Yeti
S
i
rtlyd041,Pill, • " "eikalee"ti tc9nipain ine4liniedle to rIgfi`o flint. ,„i .,




Gensberger held. out for $5. After ,f,,k5E1 LYr
si:Wrall'ilfelftliintif a Idititifrilmitit44.Y4 ,51,,,,94( itc
suggested tV !ffir. I'Stottfh'iiittl an an-
tirl. pat Au.. irs m atfi4litiRr
tsgl 
ta Si ior each pole - • wuj, not,
e •in RiLialitiffixin,Ut RA!
be so extravagant in ther • use. Ttrier*;
are it! all over ion-oo—Pies in use.sceityw•Miprticy isjcinsr,
ti) eolfeet the Gensberger
ishatiqe.4:11ca: tate has been finally
st 4p4-tti,T 4011, be enriched
hJT4040411 , a4e.
has been 'fought vigorcitislx,,swe
At„ the ontseet it. was set-
t v aP •PgEfel'4,,,f3se ,ih Ott be,
muck., 444,411,fe.rent. cumpanies iritef-
efie4r.w4Atug•the decision. Only
°tie wa$ instituted , the city
aggpthat erimaga,ipst.thsi Postal Tele-
graph and Cable...CoritPanY),. but •,it
wee: gemeralip • mu4ant-004d .that all 'of
the, other companies were included)
fer,a decisicin• affecting. this company
woulel bit-swim° otfect .tile • others,. •,,..
).0,tr.KJ,Ceensbertier, while no • longer
a•Ittentber-1 of. 'the' council. ••• is, •dtill
iittlifili fejt ere serif, in, the- restii••••. as "
was through his relAntion •Inir lhe
fitia fisseitifted, a*- it was
beeauSe. of 'hi* 'Persistney 'that. tire
stages "Itif the lielgal-Ferri Wert
hoped to the list
that '''cch2;•y•of appeal's. 4.•OtilifLaCY
uRop'itle.,14sel!cfore hitrémn
from (44. ,uso c„!!i:
court caRot eo$, nnstme.,;;Iln
tkç, ti;c1; OP. •-• 144
GtRyskriac „ rrViresse4,, ;the.: „greatest
•satisfactioa orkr. 'the ,rescita,„ 4c.
Walsh. Mr,,,,Watkins• ,a114 Jacik
son ,wcath.alito ',touch -tiatefil Ater tik
soccoss oi,she *effort Mao
wade: cifs the loot ,Pnolei
ably the. heaviest•-w<wiviof sthe .iseav•
idle upwit ••Waish, dete•iti wan
dwelt* hini adtwiniserstionga:;sty
tcitleiky 'Mat'I,MitveNseriiiMed Orial *id
it was from this decisicel all
alkyieatHWISIV!nalteroc. lesw:-01eletttally
upofi cifs•litgittuttittAW :bye fllf
p•leyowiwrite r ,isiili etti yreit 
II 
toi 0 t cot!iit'cv itectsiCitt le' reetided' heti. 4'.4
11  nic . ht ' • 11'; 14 '''''
r4444: .1 focili, til c-.24ecti., , ,.., •••• .11 - al "II WOrun a Aiitoff, t t" r • , ..,..‘1
I vii...1Aeitiv i,ki., ., I, v.))
11 8 ',,iit'll ref "S".;
io
44. 71440,1•Pc"kice,•itillhrOSAve. mte a.. °I. ,Aw9 n54
Cable Compaity 'attired- several con-
tintranceeLl"14. " 1."11;'S"
ittni:sro  r
4311""I"Aird lit Wt. Wale".
iott'•'df'
.a.s,„$tiy "aiStNitf, the ih a
IY."4, 1'  "cgek- „Wt.! W.Ph 118,1-




erinit 4t4131/4-"Inlit; al*baral efforts keep th pen e
was
and
om A:A& /011 tiu.1 ICA fli44 ?6YM
sue 
• • . n br ,I?
Wagiinar ifdA. Offili .4.4•••411,94r4if.•
matter was •sett -loril 1 ite.nag
Walsh woo- --tin----eonsulsation with
Mayor Wffitot' midi, waish.2. John H.
WsiSklitstilttlitr.,whcilW-ewit s-was ',eine
ex- &Wit 40.iffh"•ankt•Vr.'14Walth L:Itiffitotl
.;of Pt44104inti4 el'Ine'llf'farnillatWitiffil
slitu'vlift VW fthh. Itt,' '-' 'lit
c31 4 Issi„-Inn .1114
crsiOv4
e ates court thilk4a,
mie ixts,,,Pg4tIkk,
tOest)fetmo (41 ito„,thi oef *64 tosKiii I
Mtn illaisidi .Gewshorsiar •,anowesl,„tba;
tithanasterlibehtaken..aotoi tlicittiourMl•
Tilestssast as, serer el•oppileitilM tD atilt
The members felt thae -it svasisrlot
necessary to hurry -into the courts
with a'"PAW''''Mt',"Ibue -141PrPtslinsber-
et itaitlibdtirlite.' aiWP after seelfral
effottih'ufillfillY"Siteceelled'In 'getting
th'emiglit a itescflittidnliStrtietiWg 'the
r h-„is vim such as to demand- nest 'sled. relnxia-
Nci,liielatttordl yt Jet,' truitir Iiiilff,1141 .1. „85srt ,. ,mira tion. the Reverend Doctar-Refus P.
the y sat., arjimente I iiilif „cafe ,was  
410,x
Or 'Mr .''''7.1 ii, eini,,ro. 41 - k Johnson. pastor of the • Fifth. Avenue
toik. Bapt'i'st church, whereame here frown
made by City Attorgey y... •, r.g., tzt. Louis••eo take charge • of . rho
Sunday for time
('9,1„11161;ront
tifF f5. vie; 44,444.1 T._
°VAN Ages*4.1 fl!• ..'"‘"r  • 711.
.141.4 .**1 0.t '.r
'RIM R. !OHM:KIM. c' •
-lilt 1,_ .,,r . •11
Nix Yore. May 15i•-e•Deelaritur
that-the condition of his beside', was
and 'her. legal papers 
•A pl 
necessajoc•to 
tendered his reSightitinn • entity --to 
ots 441142,tCM1144torieft Ake, Le rx take effeek Pine 36)
bcfnmeasthe count • Tisere•,ss cif• the indefor n.
.1104"14* less- delay ill"41te "'"um eirelfitinexpeetefl'Pmerat 'WU the
court, and the Postal Telegraph, Omiri;egigticaL".,1:,..otian• 1/ .0 . •
"I% diSii rnade''' tile ih-
nouncemerti"lat'"fht gils41:e
just before the he read
a carefullyiliAptIrtd,ithel-t addressed
ttrtiheolkiewthirw`61 ti k"c Airetg*Kim •
sfl4edd!tlike "hio"ttfkirgi
to travel and attedy
.•needed_ rest
of the Bible clatip cgit9ttc,4, e
istruw4k
ypnLyzr.,R:TkpicAoll ww, stot.fful
;MI octeirr, ohncton. ,the argwesag
:Mtge that,-ho Bildt •claes had
no much publicity •thaCib,really urAtti
shadowed in the rkshiiialaya: the aalirk
dsine-by Ithe• ,erthest brandies of Oho
churelt.NOThisti Wkstveleotle4,4iy'-'1)044
ter, Johns-two 1'.4 4*.
"The work of the Bible elasii." ,10t.
elechWF4, °Aid Vothing"t1 4;tr"
TAY' 4iletNion Avail
.1
:01Ve? Offet-a spendid.line of'-vream.
Dress ,oacis „ranging in pric'elitorn fifty--
cents to..a dollarlifty, per yard. „ It m7.
r .
terestedlk.`.'treaths' the -following line
will Am*, 414:uipp,u as 'being all that
gethLt*n at the prices asked
PIP!flttls.#t if)19n1.05 I US *I
MOO! :019133 f41 12 •
.1/.. • " l'i.j'fr"1. " CREAM DRESS GOODS
It
. 363 INCH CREAfikt MY)IltiR soc.
g.AhkjmorrAiR 75c.
1.1.".'44:3091c11 CitEAke\MCiHAIR eP.c.n . . .
••••;* '44' INCH CREAM, lifetLesIR $:.00.
Saitie 'CREAM MOHAIR Si.50.
ills4kAt .STRIPE CREAM MOHAIR 81.50.
Nit; XNC1!ASE,.:V9,11 j,,CREAM MOHAIR soc.
'311 Wait VellAjlt PAWMIA 5 ot —A L L WOOL
It': ', Wiic6i *: 98c.-4iLL WOOL.
" r'ihuoigit AitorittokAtA ::.0074ILL WOOL. •
,FlOtAIFIRMillugrrA 35'r..-Lowar.-HALF WW1.
31i !INCH' gilahlt4,1111D4IttlerT A 50c L L WOOL.
'xpi kat INCH.% C MAIL wpo71., • ; .
,P.404,"4.ititiditoas fr-otieLL WOOL.
' C MOAN NUS' Q1R1frrrE :1.00—ALL WOOL ,
INC11604C ROLM NUNIlls.VEILING pc—ALL WOOL, 
Na jildji ata031,cgoRD 7 sc —ALL WOOL. • ••••
•••• ,•17.
p.ccut.DEts yOine soc--ALL WOOL
!!".? INCH,. CrW.A1,14!. !iANSIDFOWN Sh25—ALL WOOL 
I • titie
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F104ADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
All Kinds, Monuments and , General _Cenietery Work (Use
Green River Stone
") `1 •
THE BEST STONE ON TflE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE RETAItik ITS WHITENESS;.does not be-
tiiik 'and 'discolored. • . •
fEer-•us intr.-tot) MORE ABOUT IT t -1
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works:
SOLE AGENT, atoe TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
1,4I4- ' A 9
DO NOT BE HASTY • • • • • eld..• • , •
In making a selection for a corn mencernimt -gift or a wedding present -
Let .us call your attention- to a few neW things we have. You almousse one
beautifttl line at ,i ri- f. i ..,. , , , ‘ .!,..:t 4.4, • f;
niagara• ' Cut
, blivisi t‘hiJci ' •
:aft), • : .,
,
our pekfect line of ' , . ' 
rt •'.:. ,i-...4.,.f
High Art Hand:Painted China ", , •.
" Seine Aft* designs in a FERN DISH. Se, the aisortment ,we 'ha*
ih Pancy Stertling silver peices—our prices special for *477-1414t.,
plated work at ye e 'Keyes fcr,kg. and .tsPoons.
" Waking free. tin each peice C,all early for choice p!, sele.ctittii•
3rjied Free.). ' J. A. .Konetzka, .
E, Jewelry & Optidal Co. lewelet and Optician.i;••.
4 , . 315 Br tisOadway.Gurlea Old Stand.
,MAIIII, EtIN6ER & CO.
'), ,,:,Undettakers and Embalmers,
136 SOLitli THIRD ST.. PADUCA11.1C#
-PADUCA1f-1s CAIRO--
At League Ball Park.
'-'3111 ".. MAY -15' 16 and 17•
General admission as cents; , grand stand.vp deltic-bet spats'llo cents:
•Tieleits Tourth and 'Broadway.- -limn :toiled at







1, L • s14.1.1 ' ' • 
' n SUNDAY T. 1 .•
••.; 4 • • : ; 4. "? ,'•.: ) ,/. ••
.Widitacet Pairk„ • .
‘04:".1? •










Conner', safe hit to short; Isis 
patch seater ay from 
unxsittawney.
fouls out; Wvfbokiiik 1,16
104ottnitairs444rni. M. Shuster
' Long forced ,t0r4 gill& 'IVA 
Iliotkensibility at
Chenault out, 'Roland to C,crusteas. 




VED ( fit13),11PF4014 'FRO
HUM ILI ,41:l.rTI UN-
rib
/
ihe 'Ninth He Pill:tied Hot





a41ucah . • 19twis.-t,.
uteennes . •9 4
if°  ....... • • 7 6 .5
anvilic ...5 8 .3
cksonville .... ..4, 7 ,•3





. _ • 4
Uttic a man awaiting; his doom the
fans sat, in the rand -stand. -yesterday;
and after the fourth inning a shut out
seemed tq be aniMped on their- face,
bst whtud -little Taylor iitnicked the
bail for borne run in the viturir,•ett-
,woktnau aod chz rose ke
echo. To be defeateld 'by Cairo wai,
a bitter pill,- 144i1Nt.-* dose as a
shut out at their hand,: for the first
game of thfpattagff wasstommuch for








zcl, .1-19y1 pgt, Dithrillge to
eirtiner?.' ' • • 
• .
- Result, ''csterd*y.




irrim—rtlys ,ut Ntillsr in left;
lilachtidge- wit sinsold1414111.
Which was open! Conklia walks; Con-
gers hit to center. brium.oin Ittofra
aisscInt sacrifice thugs sit•-aa seorV%
Aid score; W1/4tgar out. Perry to
tloyd.
Taylor My* nth to,cetattr: Terri flit
by pitched hall: iff Molt *rounder
advanced Perry; Chertairlt fors..
Paducah—. i , IBidfftH. O.A.E.
McrIttril„.4./.;,..4.. 4 :al id 2 d o
Ha sialb•Jc .1 . / ,  
4 KO 3 I o,
Wetzel 3b '2 I 0 1 4 0
4(13' . 1. 1 ). 11, 110( tor
III lb  . . . I to . o in 3
1
Pe ry is o
Mi. Nfillcr rf 
0
Chenault c • 
.43 '0 0 32 o
0
Ames 4, 3 '0 0 0 1 o
k. ikl• • ".... -t---.J.U/ILL 
Hai._
-T-444l ioiiil -*At li
tridAt-401/145 •4
los • :vets,: hy 1"m
I nnimas•4 gt.4 v. 6,7,8 grp...RH E
Cairo odo 9 ,f 4 0
Paduciti 00 ootiod oe'a•-•112 4 4
Stobin, bants--ConttesstiPiiinpi
Home riutst—EcId*,
"Double plays- Wetzel to. Lloyd.
Struck out—By Wagner, 5.
Hit by pitched ball—Wettel, Perry.




On account:41421*CVAttOn the Cairo
& Paducah tW-t t'tue, ke Tal
poles
didn't' get rif nlifft-iy:Ti-f. m.. Triey
are liFfe sTor three' 'games 'Wild-11M
Indians. • ,,, , ‘. • , ,•, . • ,ss
Gilligan' out, di Ad ‘garrik- 'dh "ilei
count of sickness; Chief; LlSiXfi .„9/I
first and Haas at second.





didn't anything that was seriou
to-, Antes, . • .4 or • Al. .• . I . I. ,
in C„airp,,speiper•
The &IPA OVA! 11%fifOl• ,,Pter,Sglic
lieving 11f1:'Wolre woe& kneCk 'etie
park fence dovin.






from being sfftt . •
Mines Ittvle
Fans wasn't so well tpitagecki
with
Tuesday's game.
1 ItAllapran:2,,„ has strengt letter up her
eciiximifiatigg top-notchers
a run for their money.
oultndoifanssix‘s•giallmevse:ilithkliclyaiipa
tallk. et .,Esotiw r
rt Was ealY-For Vinertheit.
....Jadrionariifuosiil...:2•10.,  same-44n
and non.hitting gave the gagnsg
.
tte Isitors toda* 
iA_










., Third Inning. i
Nfattoon, Ill . May 15. -.Tke
, Long out, Wi tie! to Irk*/ Lawn ifortr" pot up a wood ga
g* unit
it. Petot 19 Ltoyd; WrilIE rt..= but today
A. ED Taylor.
• 4 •,i Ames fans: NfcClain, jet to -con- Danville .k .••, titeas 
5
Piers: Haas hits site ti left ffield; 'Nfattoon (..1,..;:":Ifit 1 
1
Wetztl out. Warner to Conner-. Batteries— D
anville— 1101yergas,1 •- I
111c •••••••..." ::-.11Poonts ismion:.- • '.- - -*Poll( s_s_er L._0_, itopth-E0,,, ,, 
n
,-46,4404-44. •sist. 
m ites---vefi -Se ii aft
4 out to Haas; • C41,611‘..101 OtNt. Perry to
for
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List. of .new. ?subscriber: added by
he East ff ennessee Telephone corn-
',any today;
Mose, Res., 414 S.
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WITH DRIVERS OF "DEVIL WAGONS"
MORE SPEED CAN BE ATTAINED ON MACADAMIZED ROADS
THAN OTHER KINDS—WHAT THE AUTOMOBILES DID
INi SAN FRANCISCO—SOMETHING ALOUT THE CHAF-
FEUR.
If h-a ----been demonstrated that
inaCadantiZed roads are better for
Jur:king speed in an automobile than
pav6nents, asphalt pavements
tor dirt roads. The question was
_recently raised with a promipent
automobile manufacturing concern
of Chicago as to which character of
road machines were capable of mak-
ing the most speed over. A brick
pavement was selected as the stand-
ard and a car was geared low enoug's
to be capable of nuking just a mile
a minute on the selected course. It
v-as run over this measured brick
;pavement distance to prove that this to learn from f •-eigit cars for some-
Speed- Was tinifortn -and then vra3 time, and the -of oiling sys-
taken over a measured mile of as- 'terms is sure,- The greatest
'phalt. NeNt a dirt road was tried difficulty has been to get a uniform
and then a stretch of macadam. As feed and the 'proper distribution to
a result, the speed of these variow the differtnt parts and in the best
road materials with one mile in one American cars somr. rare inventive
minute over a brick pavement as the ingenuity is manifested in this ef-
standard was shown to be as follows: fort..
Too * * *
, Loa I A turn of the tide seems to be at
r 135 hand. Whiie European touring has
been steadily increasing among the
automobilists of this country, Ameri-
can cars have not been familiar
sights on foreign roads. Except in
the cases of men identified with the
industry, nearly all those making
long trips abroad have been prone
of travel than the brick. to use foreign cars. Now, this class
The report .was, therefore, • made of particular buyers are discovering
Lo the Chicago engineers that while that the continued purchase of for-
macadam is the best for speed, and, eign cars is mostly an exptinsive
under ideal conditions, for comfort, , fad. A number of prominent men,
-too, it is less desirable than brick , formerly patrons of French cars,
under ert:ry day conditions. I have picked American winners and
* * « !already they have begun to introduce
'diem abroad. C. Vanderbilt Barton,The part that the automobile play-
cii 
New York, who has just sailedin the recent happenings in San `'r
Tzancisco has caused a radical
for Europe. took with him a Great
,
change of opinion in regard to the :`-'"ow 
of forty horse-power, in




proposes to make a tour of
over the peoplt. of the west coast
several thousand miles. Others, equ-
and also of the public in general..
ally prominent, are preparing to fol-
In an article on "San Francisco
. !low Mr. Barton's move, and beforein
i Ruins," by Frederick Palmer in last 
fall the people of Europe will be
week's Collier's, appears the follow-
quite familiar with the best Ameri-
ing eulogy on automobiles: 
can cars.
* 5 *
"Anybody who has a prejudice
against automobiles has dropped
One virtue that surf beach racingif.
has, is that of introducing new bloodTheye were transports for food and
refugees. They carried orders and 
into the game, for men will ventur-
officers, the sick and wounded, and 
to drive at speed on the packed sand
of the seaside who would not enternever tired out; in fact. they were
the only modern conveyance th 
for a track race. J. E. Bristol, who
e.
earthquake did not destroy. 
won • the touring car championship
The San Francisco Chronicle of a
at the Atlantic City tournament with
recent issue has the folowing to say 
his 40-45 Great Arrow, and beat out
in regard to the part taken in the 
both domestic and foreign cars of
events folowing the terrible calamity 
high horsepower. is a prominent res-




-5Slacadam road  6 2-5
For speed it was shown that the
-macadam was faster than the other
three, but for dust the brick pave-
ment was preferable. Observations
s.how that the macadam, unless ()del
4.,T sprinkled, is dustier for all classes
"It is time to rechristen the automo-
bile. For a while it was called a
'devil wagon,' but it has earned the
right during the trying times
sport.through which we have passed to be
ica in the kit] international tenses
abroad this so amer. lie is entered
first for the I terkomer
Germany and then for
European in France.
▪ * *
Trifling as the subject may seem
to some, in corrparison with mechan-
ical points, ther..i is nothing of more
vital importance in automobile con-
struction than r.n efficient lubricat•
jug service. Tile most perfect ma-
chine will not run without proper
lubrication. In this respect tht
American builders have had nothing
trophy in
the Circuit
maiden race at Ormond. With
plenty of beach racing there is apt
to be plenty of high-class amateur
called by another name. It is hard Crank-shafts ' and axles are theIn tell what we should have done automobile parts requiring the larg-
without them. That they helped to est time to perfect and the number
put nerve Into men by enabling them of these it is possible to turn out in
to get about when all other means a plant every week is generally what
eif transit had given out, is known limits an output.
to all, and for that, if for nothing *
else, they deserve our gratitude." Snobs—I declare, if there isn't
* * * more hot air than ever about auto-
On the steamship Patricia, for mobiling.
'Hamburg, leaving Hoboken May 5, Bobbs--Well. ye-es. You see.
sailed Percy Pierce, of Buffalo, the there are many cars agoing and more
-only man who will represent Amer- air cooled engines heating the air.
THE OLD AND THE NEW SOUTH
am W. T. Bolling, 0. D. in Mem-
phis Commercial Appeal.)
Senietimes we hear it said there
is no such thing as the old and the
mew south, but there is, and no one
knows it better than one who has
lived in them both. Change is the
'inevitable order of progress, and the
germ forces of the developing pres-
ent -come only from the grave of
elm past.
The Old and the New South.
There is 'pain in the bi'rth period.
but this pain is forgotten in the con-
templation of the vigorous child
born into the world as possible ad -
something to keep these lazy males
from starving While the white
folks have learned the economy of
self-help,, or of living in flats and oi
only. one spare room for possible
company coming on mild invitation.
trite' lazy thrum of the banjo, and
the double "hoe down" shuffle after
the .h ay' work is done are no longer
heard. While the soft step of the
rtibbeer clad feet is heard as the in-
dolent gentleman of color tries the
hack windows which the careful
cook has left unlocked, toiling late
iii the night for a dishonest living.
The loud, joyous langhter of the
dar
(led force, and comfort and the great
pain and anguish of the old south
amid war and worse after it were
but the birth pains of a vigorous and
promising new south coming into
national life.
The old south with its almost in-
dolent life and open hospitality, so
characteristic of the plantatfon con-
ditions which prevailed bedore the
-war, has well nigh passed away, and
the new south restless and ever in
energetic motion has taken its place.
The old-time plantation with ample
labor and servants at beak and call is
not often to be found. While the
old homes are abandoned for more
economical conditions in the towns
and cities, and the passage of open
house has almost become complete.
John and Charles, and Susan and
jane, sleek, fat and grinning, with
contentment and plenty, have given
away to the gentlemen of leisuae
too busy to work, and the ladies of
the tin Pan brigade who "jest take"
merry strains from the house of the
white folks come to us no more, for
the old mansions are de 4ettor.4..iind
the tangled vines ramble about IffS
gable ends of these old decaying
,monuments of passed hospitality.
,While the owls hoot down where the
quarters were, in place of the un-
alloyed pleasure which used to come
to the old-time darkies feasting. On
the things "Ole Miss" sent down
from last night's house party feast.
The old-tone gentleman with dig-
nity enough for King Edward and
Pimperor Bill both, with his dresst 
coat and otherwise careful grooming,
is a thing of the past, having given
way to the easy going farmer, or the
m 'Thant who seems more like a
drummer than a dignified gentleman
:of the old school.
i Society under the reigtm of old
south conditions was founded upon
pedigree, an money could not break
(Continued on Page 7.)
KEEPING THE WORLD WARM.
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionise the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing Impresses out
winter travelers among the civilized
Peoples of Europe more than the low
temperatures which they endure. Mr.
Howells, in his recent Nok, "London
Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng-
lish fireplace, with its meager outlay-
ing Of heat, but concedes that "At the
end it is a question of whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold and
well; we choose the first course, and they
choose the last."
The rest of the world makes smallele-
mends upon the fuel supply for warming
dwellings. In some cold regions of the
earth it is regarded as detrimental to
health to have rooms artificially heated.
In many cold regions the people _have
little more artificial warmth than the
domestic animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate, ficat in its enormous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oil-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply,
it is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 3,000 yeari,.
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may hold out, it is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after all the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities; but
for the present coal is the world's chief
reliance for artificial heating.
PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
News of Government Proceedings
Often Withheld by Mr.
Roosevelt,
President Roosevelt is the most
successful suppressor of news that
the country has had In the White
House for the past 25 years. If a
topic is discussed at the White House,
and the president decides that it
would be unwice to let the news of
it get into the newspapers, he has
no trouble In effectually "bottling up"
all those participating in the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried in the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
successful In It as Mr. Roosevelt. He
has an impressive manner of letting
his confreres know his wishes, and
it Is rare indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
This fact has been brought out a num-
ber of times lately, particularly when
New York politics have been under
discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very lib-
eral ideas about publicity in connec-
tion with national affairs, and gives
his cabinet officers great latitude In
talking with representatives of the
press about public matters. But it
sometimes happens that he believes
that publicity will do no good and a
great deal of harm. In such cases
he imposes secrecy, and his caution
Is invariably strictly observed.
PATENTS HARD TO GET.
Much Red Tape Is Necessary to Ob-
tain Bight of Invention in
Mexico.
To procure a patent in Mexico the
party making application, unless pres-
ent In person, must furnish his repre-
sentative with • leVer of authority—
carts de poder In Spanish—signed by
himself or herself in the presence of
two witnesses Ordlearily legalization
by a Mexican consul is not required
It must be borne in mind that one
carts de poder will not answer for
several applications, as each applies
tion for either patent or trade mark
must be accompanied by a separate
carte de poder. This must be accost
panied by a full and eomplete descrip-
tion, and claims of an for the inven-
tion. If they are seat in Spani:b
ready for filing they must be in tripli-
cate, on clear white paper 330 by 215
millimeters, approximately 13 by 184
Fngliah inches, written with type-
writer on One side only of the paper,
leasing on each sheet a left hand
margin wf one-fourth the width of the
paper. Of course if they are not
sent in Spanish the local representa-
tive attends to all the details, which
Is by far the better way. He should
be furnished with full names, profes-
sion. citizenship and residence of
CHAFING DISH "BLUFF."
---
Concoctions Always Cooked Before
• They Are Brought in from
the Kitchen.
The waiter placed the chafing dish
carefully on the table and removed the
cover with a flourish. It was a very
ornate chafing dish with silver lobsters
bolding up the bowl, and the lamp was
ornamented with crabs and fishes and
other denitens of the deep, says
New Tork_Cliobe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the
girl who prided herself on her au
quaintance with the saucepan. "I like
things well cooked," and she stirred
the savory mesa with a big spoon and
turned up the fiame of the ornate lamp,
The waiter approached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly, per-
haps even a bit impertinently, he said:
"It's thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
dish is just a bluff. If we served
things half cooked the restaurant
would be boycotted in a week. Every
one thinks he can make things in a
chafing dish and likes to turn the lamp
tip and down and stir the contents of
the dish, but not one in a thousand
that orders these things could cook
them. It's all a bluff. The chafing disk
Is very good to keep a thing hot and—
think the rarebits ought to be served
In them, but it's all a bluff as far as
restaurant cooking is concerned. The
stuff that's served in them is not
cooked in a chafing dish either before
or after it reaches the table."
And then the girl, with as much dig-
nity as she could command, served the
crab-meat and deftly heaped the green
peppers at one side and the mushrooms
at the other side, and tried to look as
if she didn't know the waiter wile
within a hundred miles.
SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
Nine-Tenths of the Animals That
Are Now Sold Are Raised
by Kallirs.
South Africa is foreseen as &chive
ing its destiny by becoming one of the
great horse producing countries of the
world. At the present time the man
who would dabble In horse flesh needs
both experience and courage. The
Kaffir' provide nine-tenths of the
horses sold. When a dealer arrives
in a native territory he sends round
word that he has come to purchase
horses and the natives roll up with
all sorts and descriptions of the equi-
nine tribe, which for the most part
are of no earthly use. The man picks
out an animal and the owner names
an exorbitant price, which he never
hopes to receive, the dealer offering
a stun which no sane man could ac-
cept. But eventually a price is agreed
on and the owner receives a written
order for the amount, which he re-
deems in the evening by coming to
the dealer's hotel and receiving cash.
By easy stages a descent is made on
the next purchasing site and by de-
grees a decent sized troupe is got to-
gether. When these arrive at their
final destination their original owners
would not recognize them. They have
been clipped on the way down, had a
few condition powders and had a gen-
eral cleaning.
Bicycles in Germany.
Consul General Guenther at Frank-
fort reports that, according to a oorre-
spondent of the Frankfurter Zeitung.
only a very insignificant portion of the
bicycles used In Switzerland is sup-
plied by the home industry. Durine
the last five years 74,600 bicycles were
imported into Switzerland, of which
49,500 were German, 12,500 Frenett, 6,-
000 Amreican and 1.700 English. Less
than ten years ago England controlled
the Swiss bicycle market; to-day the
English trade therein is almost nil
The Zeitung correspondent says that
the imports from Germany are steadily
increasing, keys, bells, lanterns, oil
cans, etc., coming ahnoit exclusively
from Germany.
His Living Expenses.
Mr. Jackson (surprised)--Bo And
yo'r living expenses are reduced one-
half since you got married?
Mr. Johnson (desperately)—Tals, de
other half has to go fo'r bosethold ex-
penses.—Life.
ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.
Nor Six Hundred Tears the Em-
pire Was Minus a
Physician,
According to Pliny, Rome flourished
for 600 years without a doctor. It la
maintained by some, however, that
when making this statement Pliny was
not aware that certain Greek physi-
cians resided in Rome, at least during
a part oif the period named. it there
is certainly no question that In the
early days of Its history, physicians
were very scarce in Rome, and doubt
less because there was little occasion
for their services. With the advent*
of civalation maladies have molt4plie4
and the increase of fitness. there
basobeen a !sato I wet..ofcol ts
physicians. ore 0 the present
time in the its* Stites bet lees
than 160.004) ighysidline, and the num-
ber Is inereag taalibe labs of several
thousand anainaDy. Whetter or not
the world is better for this great mul-
tiplicity of medical men is a question
upon which Sere may he a difference
of opinion.
Colors in Glass.
Changes In the color of OM WO
caused by subjeotieg it to the action
of what are known as ultraviolet rays
of light. Something of the same sort
may be observed on high mountains,
where old glass from bottles originally
green, after exposure to the light of a
-great wfwvattcrn -ttr-the regions. tit per=
petual snow, attains a beautiful pale
purple tint. The same result may also
be seen in connection with the glass
Insulators used on telegraph or tele-
phone lines in mountain districts.
Hub.
'What makes Skribbler walk so
ehesty?"
"Why, man, that fellow used to
conduct the "Through the Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
Indiana. If you look close you'll see
a cute little halo around his head
when his hat Is off. He knows Riley
and all those big guns by sight
Why shouldn't he walk chesty?"—
Milwaukee Sentinel.
Hs Meant WelL
"I meant to start off the new year
by giving the first woman I saw stand-
ing up my seat in the street car. Bud
I didn't 40 It."
"Old habit too strong, eh?"




Will bring pleasure to your
home—during the tong sum
mer evenings. They are run-
ning now at our store. Come
in and hear them. Then






In connection with the best Fowl*
tam n service, Zach Hayes has added a.
fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-








Will he keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
entlett, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
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THE OLD AND
ary beauty to the natural charm of
the Blue Grass, especially in , sThe
Cardinal." Jack Wardlow, whoseNEw SOUTH sun was hid in death, while yet in
the early morning, gave us pleasur-
able things, while by no means least
was that gentle singer, Sidney La-
nier, whose 'Mocking Bird" and
"The Song of the Chattahooche"
are among the most artistic and
beautiful of our national literary
.productions.
; The literature of the new south,
while undeveloped, gives us the glow
9f a morning holding promise of a
glorious noon, and the time will
come when reluctant praise and due
value will be given to the produc-
tions of the talented sons and
daughters of our sunny land.
It is somewhat mournful to bid
g«)(1-bye to the old south, with its
peetitiar "schlifiCferiefiCS, - and around
which gather memories as sacred as
those of 'Scotland, which cluster
about Wallace and the Bruce, but
we welcome the new south with its
increasing commerce, expanding
mind and growing literature, for the
land is one of ratnance, in which
the future writers will find materiel
for the weaving of the richest fab•
lees of song and story, and the time
is not far distant when all of her
rich resources will be developed to
make her blossom like the rose to
become the most prosperous and de-
lightful section of nor great coun-
try, the past achievements of which
are but prophecies of a grander
future.
The old south lingers like a beauti-
ful dream in which fancy has used
her fingers to weave a charming
texture in her loom of promise, while
the new south is living, robust real-
ity, amid the pregnant quantities of
the great restless and expanding
present.
The rumble of the thunder of war
has rolled away, the withering,
hindering curse of slavery is gone
never to return, and the coming
generations while holding sacred the
memories of the olden time, will be-
come too busy, facing and laboring
to solve new problems, to be hin-
dered by the gentle hand of senti•
ment to the extent of putting in
peril great practical results.
May it not be that some day,
when the isthman canal is finished,
that New Orleans will become the
new world's Liverpool and Memphis
become its London, maintained by
the multiplied millions occupying
the vast rich territory Of Tennessee,
Mississippi, Arkansas and Missouri
with Texas, forming the great source
from which shall flow a commercial
stream such as the world has never
before looked upon and upon which
shall float the wealth of all the na-
tion of the earth.
To the new south, thus powerful,
mill be delegated the responsibility
and privilege of shaping and main-
taining government, and the penny
measure politician will have to give
way to broad-minded statesmen
born and bred amid the new environ•
mente and enlightment enough to
shape measures by the 'teed of man-
rind. Let our teachers. OLD miistry
and our literature lay a deep, bowel
frundation foe the future building.
that it may be beautiful without and
roomy end comfortable within, so
that amid all the government castles
of earth our may be beautiful
and useful beyond comparison, hous.
itig a free, enlightened and honor-
loving people, While of the 0 I d south
(ally !overt and someWhat mournful
memories, the odor-laden breath of
the magnolia, and the charm of the
song of the mocking bird, will re-
main, as in day and moonlight he
sings the came sweet notes. which,
beyond the beauty of any which he-
man voices have ever rang beneath
the fretted dome of vast cathedjal,
charmed onr fathers and mothers
amid the calm hospitable and restful
ermelitionsi of the south as she toed
to be.
With the old south it is night,
while with the new south it is morn-
leg wellnigh cloudless and aglow
with the light prophecy of a grand
day. and a glorious future.
CASHIER SHORT $r6,000.
(Contindel From Page Six.)
into it unless it was in the han
ds qf
6 a man who 
could produce a pedigree
toneing..down from the' first 
families
of old Virginia or the Carolinas
, and
P. * this made it harder on the people of- the old south whenethe storm of war
had swept away all but their 
pride.
Now there is little of this, 
and al-
most any sort of human cat
tle with
money can cOrne into and 
browse in
• the social pasture, f
or while the south
was largely content on 'sm
all for-
), . tunes and large p
ride of lineage, the
-- new south is money-mad, w
ith „social
conditions in which family 
and mor-
el . als are largely lost sight 
of in the
light of a fat bank accou
nt. While,
though there may be but lit
tle char-
ity, mom.), covereth a 
multitude of
Sins.
Yet, he old south has 
gone to its
*/ grave, dug by the hand of 
Mars, and
the new south, born in 
poverty and.
developed under new co
nditions, is
coming into the material we
alth de-
veloped through its energy 
in using
the most wonderful r
esources ever
enjoyed by any people, and 
she is de-
stined to become the arbiter o
f the
commercial destiny of the 
nation.
The time is not far distant 
when the
east must yield her supremacy t
o the
south and wes' and the 
cotton marts
of the world will have to 
be govern-
ed by the decree from Dixi
e, forced
to do so by the climate and 
rich pro-
ducing area of the south
The old south, through her 
remark-
ably endowed leaders in the 
govern-
mental movements of the 
nation.
practically ruled the country,
 and
while since the war southe
rn men




halls of legislation. and have ha
d but
little if any influence in shapin
g po-
litical priliciee. the new smith is
 com-
ing 'mu her own and her voice
 is to
become more and more pote
nt in the
councils of the nation, as she 
more
and more develops her vast 
resources
and what she lost in war 
will come
hack to her with interest
 in the re-
sults of her conquests in the 
com-
mercial battles id peace.
The old south, while p
oeseeing lit-
tle but slavery wealth, wa
s no place
for the poor man, and 
hence she did
not and could not grow in 
commer-
cial influences, hut no sec
tion of our
cornon country today pr
esents finer
opprotunitiee to the poor 
industrious
class than does the sout
h, with her
oast area of unfilled land and 
her al-
most meeetareless virgin fore
sts.
If the colored pcople of 
the south.
as she it, had the initiativ
e force, they
would soon be among the richest
 peo-
ple in the world, but not 
having it.
they must give wgy to a 
white popula-
tion coming in from the 
northweet,
and then with measerelea
s reenurces,
thorough sanitation and appl
ied ener-
gy. there will he health, 
opportunity
and growth which will 
result in re-
arranging of party lines, 
increase of
comMercial powee and the 
eetablish-
ing 4 an empire of vast weal
th in the
land of the sunshine
Beautiful are the meteorites of 
the
old smith. metes:Wise Clusteri
ng about
the palatial basalt, the sweet
 dreamy
life amid 4111 Stele shoving 
streams.
the sett Wipe: winds 
murmuring
their music throutth the 
palmetto.
the magnolia end the pines
, memo-
ries of stately poen, 
maiirilmdd
womanhood rich in all the graces of
the sex4 all neakiii* up the mild 
rest •
fel life of nemonsorreesiveneee, 
but
these must be but memories clust
er-
ing aboot the tomb of the dear 
but
dead old south, with all of its 
glor-
ious past. while the new, some
what
coarser, lint mork vigorous south,
holding the me,mories of the past.
will have its hope lit face turned 
to
the future, when not only the
 rich
river lands are protected and 
made
reliably productive, but when the
Everglades even shall be drained
and cleared up and made to materi-
ally contribute to the growing
wealth. In j quarter of a century.
when we of the old south have gomg.
the new south, still cherishing sac-
red memories, rich and powerful, will
lead the advancing line of commerce
progressive nation of the world.
The old south, while having no
little of general culture, and an al-
most ideal social life, had little li
te-
rature of it own, now aid then
some tiny literary star came out, but
the rest furnished the almost entire
literature of the nation, and the one
name of Boston, well-nigh compre-
hended its sower. Our people read
much, but chiefly the old literature
of Europe and the books of our own
northern -writers, but the tonditions
did not seem to hold an inspiration
to a production of southern litera-
ture. The few who wrote. like Mrs.
Wilson, nee Augusta Evans. whose
"Beulah" and "Micaria" are pass-
o able, wrote sunder the cloud, but the
new order of things widened the
horizon and aroused a higher degree
of talent in the south.
Georee Egbert Craddock (Mho
Murfreel opened the door with her
charming moototain stories and leg-
ends. such aeb,"Down the Ravine"
and "The Prophet of Great Smoky
1617iiifi1ain." anit 1irs w-i1V-e4
yorl Chandler Harris came with liii
own moldier ability to set forth
charming stories in the negro die-
kct jellies Lane Allen added liter-,
5
INJURED BY 'MEDICINES. ZIPOTECAN WEDDING
-- -
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Rem-
edies of the "Patent"
Variety.
ft has -been charged by one or two
eastern magwzines that "patent" med-
iciuee are injurfng those who use
them, and, as these statements are to
be used as arguments for the passage,
at the next legislative session, of laws
prohibiting the 33.134.! of these medicines,
the tigerea to- Cnicago statistician
are of unueuel interest and impor-
tance.
That less than one-twentieth an
many persons are injured by the use
of all "patent" medicines, ot which it
tate been possible to learn the trade
name, or the name of the manufac-
turer, as are injured by carbolic acid
a.one, 1.; one of the facts proven. Car-
. boLin acid is navel: mentioned-in Lae
attacks, probably for the reason that
it Is exclusively employed in medica-
tion by the regular "schools of med-
icine" and does nut enter into competi-
tion with them, as do the "patent"
medicines.
The compilation covers 697 cases,
reported in the newspapers ot the
country during the period between
June 26 and November 1. As the eery-
ices of numerous press clipping bu-
reaus were engaged to furnisn clip-
pings of cases of poisoning, there is
reasonable assurance that every poi-
soning case that has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None of the 697 cases is a case of
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a case
wherein a drug or poison was used
with criminal intent. The oases are
those of poisoning by the use or acci-
dental misuse of medicines, drugs or
poisons, and death and injury by mal-
practice. Of these calms 293 were
fatal; 192 being adults and 101 chil-
dren.
Of 40 cases of alleged malpractica
ever° fatal and 20 Involved criminal
operations. Of six cases involving
"patent" medicines, the trade name of
which could be learned after diligent
inquiry. five were fatal. Four were
cases where overdoses were taken; two
were cases where the medicines bal
been carelessly left within the rest:a
of children who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the package. There is
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "Patent" medicines, but there are
recorded cases where prescriptions
have been written or filled wrong.
In 212 of the 697 cases the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In Iltdi
cases bottles were left within the reach
of children, and in 96 cases overdoses
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures in 141 of the
cases, or in one case in every five. It
was fatal in 52 cases. Of these fatal
cases 32 were adults and 20 children.
It was administered by mistake of
nurses three times.
Morphine ranked second with 66
cases. 46 of which were fatal; 38 adults
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, and left within the
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 times, 23 of the persons
included in the 40 being habitues. It
was administered, direct, by a physi-
cian once; was administered to a
child by an older child once, and ad•
ministered by a medical student three
Limes.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 mans:
16 fatal; 12 adults and four children,
it was taken by nalletake 16 times, left
where children could get It ten times,
and overdoses were taken 17 times.
Strychnine ranks fourth with 24
cases; lb fatal, five to adults and ten
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven times; left in reach of children
Iti Omen and administered by mistake
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 cases;
none fatal. It was taken by mistake
for medioine ten times and left within
the resat of children four times.
Three deaths were caused by the use
cti bay rum as a beverage. Nine deaths
were raised by the use of Florida wa
ter as a beverage.
Lye !earl taken by mistake for med.
Vine flee times, and was taken by chtl•
dren eight times, being responsible tot
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
• ptomaine poisoning, resulting in nine
deaths,
Practically every known poison en
ters in's) the f:97 case., and the figures
show conclualvely that "patent" mei-
ieines, while they are vastly ahead in
the ntenber of times used in the aver-
age hoasehold, are far behind when it
comes to poisoning, or injuring thole
who rata, or accidentelly misuse, them.
PICTURESQUE CEREMONIAL ON
TEHUANTEPEC INDIANS.
The "Fiesta" Is an Affair of _Zeial
Beauty—Brass Baud a Fea-
ture of the Pro-
cession.
The Inellitile Of the isthmus of Tehua
n•
tepee are a race apart. Etbuolog
iste
say that the beauty of the women of 
the
Zapotecan race, the principal people ol
the isthmus, is excelled only by 
the
women of the Samoan islands of the Pa
cific, says Modern Mexico.
The principal ornament of a we
ll
dressed Zapotecan, aside from hem
rings of various warts, is 
hem
necklace of American gold c
oins
Nothing but American„ gold 
ie
ever used. British sovereigns, 
French'.
German and even the present s
mall
percentage of Mexican gold coin
s
are all disdained, and American go
ld Is
bought at a high premium in order 
that
it way adorn the necks of the bel
les of
the isthmian metropolis.
These coins are fastened togeth
er
with gold wires and chains, maki
ng a
very showy If not beautiful ornam
ent.
Every centavo a woman can save 
goes
into her store against the time when sh
e
can buy another coin to add to her neck-
lace. Half eagles and double eagles a
re
fastened together in this gorgeous
chain, and the value of the decor
ation
ranges all the way from a single 
half
eagle, suspended on a chain, to the gre
at
cape of golden coins which belongs to
 a
famous Tehuantepec heiress and 
is
valued at about $3,003 gold.
The strangest anomaly, to civilian
eyes, of all this finery and the mone
y
that is invested in it lies in the fact 
that
not one of the true Zapotecan wome
n
will wear shoes. The foreign footwea
r
is a species of Invasion and uncleanl
i-
ness that they will not endure. The re-
straint and the undeniable unhealthi-
ness of shoes in a tropic country hav
e
all their share of blame, but one ca
n.
not but think that it is most the anc
ient
custom that has come down from lo
ng
ago thst keeps them from it. The
Zapotecans are the cleanest people in
the world, as a race, and the long lin
es
of bathers on each bank of every stream
of the isthmus of Tehuantepec, from
early dawn until nightfall, attests the
fact of their irreproachable cleanliness
A Zapotecan wedding fiesta is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, h
ot
country churches are the iseene of the
religious ceremony. After the v. edding
the remarkable brass band, of which
every wedding fiesta must boast at least
one. heads the processioo, and in their
white muslin suits, barefooted and be-
hatted with rough sombreros. the head-
men form their rough ranks end lead
the wedding procession of bedollared
women and men in alpaca coats and big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the
city.
The procession makes its way to the
scene of the festivities, where under a
canopy of straw mats, and with mats
and rich grasses and flowers for wall
decorations, the dirt floor has been ram
ered with deep gravel, and the band finds
Its place from which to discourse the
music for the dance. Here in the gravel
the ball goo on. An Indian adaptation
of the native Spanish dance, the "John."
Is a feature. and each vies with the other
for an opportunity to dance with the
bride. Then all the company join
hands and dance about the bride and
bridegroom, who stand in the middle of
the circle. Then the ring breaks, and
each in his turn, still denting, whirls in
to swing the bridegroom, then the bride,
and, courtesying, passes over to the
other side.
During the dancing refreshments,
consisting of drinks from those of the
ancient Zapotee.ans down to the most
modern, are served in the house adjoin-
ing. Here the bridegroom stands as
host. (hiking with all his guests, who
offer him the most appropriate and Inap-
propriate toasts with a wish for his and
his bride's future happiness.
The dance goes on for many days
sometimes, and always lasts far Into
each night. And It is not an uncommon
or dismaying cireumstance to recognize
later in the person of a manta clad la-
borer on one's place the handsome
bridehroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent in new alpaca gorgeous
sombrero.
tithorities After Charles Da-
hadway. of Richmond, Ind.
Richmond, Ind., May 15.--Charles
R. Duhadvsay, for thirty-five years
an attache of the First National bank,
this city, and for several years its
cashier, is now being sought by Fed-
eral authorities tan the charge of mis-
appropriating funds of the bank to
the extent of $16.500. Bank officerc.
diseovered a shortage last December
at a time when Cashier Dulorelway
was ill at his liornse. He was coefront-
ed with the, facts, and it is said made
a completed onfession, putting a state-
ment in writing anti signing it. The
ehortage was made up almost im-
mediately by Wfilliam Dudley Foulke,
Wm. Mary Foulke and Mrs. Caroline
Reeves, all of them directors of the
hank and among the largest stock-
holdere.
FOR SALE.
One large bell; fifty cork life
_i_.1.:rrersnet :rs, entirely new; three Item!'it
. blot-It—end







Voir curious were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the re
cent earthquakes which have been
felt at Hongkong, Canton and Macao
The Ifongkon,g Daily Press tette atsoot
them: "The famous dragon whose
privilege it has been to give an occa-
sional shock to the earth's crust is not
held responsible for the recent sear*
In Mut so and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the latit shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
has been raised by the reclamation
worker. Coolies are dumping daily
boatloads of sand and atone on the
poor dragon's back, and the beast nat-
urally feels hurt"
Preposterous.
Ilhadbolt—I had such a funny dream
last night.
Dingus,— What was it?
' "I dreamed that I asked you
 for the





ER, Captain of the Football Team—Oh, be
ond St- ain't kisk.—Cobitaiio ournM. '
the now fullback
How the Turk Holds On.
The Turkish empire has been greatly
pared down in the last century, but still
the Turks seem rooted in Constantino-
ple: -Thr-vrptatrittotr-ut-timr gerrtrxrd-
fact is in a measure diplomatic and In a
measure racial. If European diplomacy
is paralyzed by jealousies the Turks are
a strong people. Pressed into a corner,
they fight with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a serious, earnest
race among peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Turks feel their religion so deeply
that they are willing to die for it. A
people who in this age are capable of
that sacrifice must be put out of Europe
by superior force. Superior argument
will not do it—Boeton Transcript.
Cooldn't Bunco Rim.
"I've got a sure thing proposition to
make to you," said the youngster pro-
moter, confidently.
"Absolutely sure?" asked the old
millionaire.
"No doubt Milne it."
"Then keep It Yourself, my toy. I
Should hate to take anything like that
from you. It would seem like rob-
bery."—Detroit Free Press.
It Couldn't Be.
Bsofts-4 -know an -old soldier who
lies lived for years with a ball In the
vicinity of his noes.
Egbert-111 het It isn't a molh ball!
. Yonkers Statesman.
MOURNING IN JAPAN.
Is Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Eye 3 of the
Public.
In Japan people wh m have suffered
a bereavement not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make their next appear-
ance with a'smile upon their faces,
as If nothing had hat pened. Accord'
lug to Lafeadio Heasn, this is not
in the smallest sense an evidence of
indifference. The Ja - anese. he de-
clares, suffer as ker ly from a be-
reavement as any of' people. The
purpose of the pract te 13 wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict those about us. The mica or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
impossible for a courteous person to
wear it Sc reason the -Jae-tunes& -in
order that no thought of eatn shall
pass from the sufferer to hat neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspet of con-
tentment, even thoueO his heart is
breaking.
Our own practice Is quite the re'
verse. It considers t'.e sufferer, not
his friends. In order that not only
may all know that is In sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,
'the bereaved person v "are black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
is not, we may be aisured, to make
an ostentation of grtef, as some op
poneuts of the practice have thought-
lessly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those who are Ignorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
anti. we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfoit is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share In his woe to some ex-
tent. The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the embezzlement of
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment,
For the third, and, let us hope. for the
last time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that can be organized. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or a full equivalent
in work has been obtained, and DO un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean. In perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally, inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
a large profit on an investment, and as
It can ottaIn the necessary fundslit an
Interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be pale by a private
organization, It Is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completi— In
short, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What is the best typo
of Ca:. a? to construct, and how should ic
be constructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Talesman Shows Very Clearly
Lack of Feeling Against
Indians.
His
In a northern California town a sup-
posed murder has been committed, re-
lates Lippincott's Magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the treeband said, from
batnral causes, and was burled with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with. After a tepee of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were found upon the do
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was ezarn-
thing the talesman to aecertain if any
of theith were prejudiced against Indi-
ana.
Tares m an --TOTTUTIFIC1 lltion rue stan.
undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam-
ination.
"Did an Indian do you o'r your faw-
n/ any harm at any time?" asked the
prosecutor.
"No," replied Taylei.
"Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In-
dian?"
"No," replied Taylor. "except that
my wife's mother was killed by an
Indian."
Good Advice.
Magistrate--So you want to get a
aeparatton from your wife: What's
the matter with her?
Applicant —She behaves most brutal
ly toward me. She treats me like
dog and works me like a home.
"I'm afraid, my good' man, I oliti do
nothing for you. You'd better go to
tha Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Ahimals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
"Hateful thing. she is!" exclaimed
Hiss Prettyv angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she Is. I'm as much
above her as--"
"Tut! tut!" interrupted her fiance.
"remember that rosebud mouth of
route ceases to be • rosebud when It
begins to blow."—Philadelphia Ledge:.
E. H. PUP EAR
Attorney A Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,








Will practice in all courts of Ke
n-
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy' Cecil 
Reed
FL( )U itSOY & 9
LI Y1-4.1{
Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia 
Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.







OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOli
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear battle
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 484
a





Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-,
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 251
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKH1LL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., to 3
m. and 7 to go p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0,
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
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Old Phone 498 'Red; New Phone 32,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate%
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
















it you take a
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furnished at Idinton-Speings, write or
telephone. J. H. Long, Hinson, Spgs„
Tenn. •
WANTED--For U. S. Army;
ll'Prestladled tinerrarried men -beewaea
*See °Veil ?Ad,. 35i cilizenA , dif te
United Stagers of good Character and
tepperce 44114ts, Who gip speak, real.'
wed wridfEtisl Flat inoeimaou
NOY to Recruiting offices, Nevi
Richmond House. Paducah, KY.
WANTED - Experlenced..,-eeam-
stress to assist dressmaker. Apply
1t52 Jefferson.. . •
WANT t5-to REvr-DvielTirig
•iefth nOt less then. lour rooms can
second floor. -Must • have modern
conveniences. 'Will titice long lease
en desirable house,. Address, X. Y.
Z., this offichslibealtint'peoPerte kid
naming rent.
WsklaITE14-74 gpsid experienced
seaslitfiliector. Ne other need apply.
'Cive recommendations:. and salary
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PERSONAL NOTES. +
I Rev, E. H. Cunningham haili
timed:from Cadiz, Ky. • t I
INirs. John Birth • gone to De-
•tsoit, Mich, t0. visit relatives.
Mi. Caleb. Blayd 'and wife of near
.Smitbland are visiting their daughter,
'Mrs. Monroe Sanders of Trimble
3treet.
Mrs. Rosa Frank returned yester-
day from a ten days' visit to Teta-
-live% in Chicago.
. Mr. George Flournoy has returned
-from Arkansaii.
ht. rt. C. Lindsay and wife of
'Louisville, retitsned home-yeitiTdiy






Dr. W. C. returned yes-
lerday from otd, Ky., where hi;
slather is ill. Aisste'ee.
Mrs. Lucy Harris ef Salem, Ky.,
is visiting MM. 'Franklin of South
ss Dr. 11,. P. Sights Went to Hoe
rgerson yeeterdely.su:,
Harry Coovr, left yesterday for
Vincennes, Ind.,. to join that cits's
ball team. •
MI". Harry Singleton yesterday re-
turned frem visiting h.s aunt, Mrs.
Kate ,Bounin of Losisvi.le.
Notice to the Pub*. ".
The general canvass and compila-
tion of bhe Paducth cies, directory
fcr rcio6 is now finished and ready
for the printer. , • %
Anyone conteinplating making a
hang* either isc-elleirbnififf-
residencequill please notify us at
nee.
CARON DIRECTORY CO.
227 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
•
Manufacturing .1), P4PP(NuAltRi F
Banana Cases of Two Girls
•
GREAT PREPARATIONS litElitiG








Mr. W. A. Rcbinson of Louisville,
Delivered In Excellent Talk
on "1 sx.ation" Last
l;vening.
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh is here
from Chicago n business connected
with the big fr,ctory he hes started-
there for the inanufaeture of the
crates he has patented, being the
kind used to shi,, bunches of bananas
so the fruit will not be damaged.
The crates are a circular wooden
frame with tow ;rick covering, which
prevents the . :t from being
knocke,d age's aeything , and
bruised.
Mr. Leigh has started a ,very large
concern and is turning- out, several
carloads daily and Ilse. aates . are
being used by the truit dealers the'
world oven, being' the best patent of
the kind **tr.-to-A.6n out. • •••
' • .,
'• • ' Introvent.nks. • •
Secretary. yohti liocksrif ithe furni-
ture 'factory at 'South' third • Street
thi414 they 'StAll be M , start
filetorYitia.in b thilast of this
oit1 While tht.Ofit `le 4.c1oke4
cli.t'en,sItias ire busy, reakirlie ,exten-
eeee eeplirs and adding mete jm-
ersventents in order to 'have , the in-
dusery in first class coSiditiOn for the
coming season' ti rush. The, plant is
tersduatly, beieg enlarged mud it will
eltimately be one of, site biggest of
this section of the country tensing
eut the character of furniture manu-
factured. •
•I • v' •
Brewery - ft-wganised.
hi Padticith' 131ewery ,e0114).13'
hat. re"-o-igani"sed under the new
Owners who purchased the plant
Ittann...tke Messrs. Hoerber last week.
Wader, ;she new cortipatay„ Mr. F. 6.
Reegitoll ,is president acid to. Her-
man Friedman tiecretary. wisile the
Jenard of directors compose these ,two
gentlemen and Mr. \trillion, Kerrey -
johns the wealthy- contractor. After
re-ortanizires • 'Ow leonmany raised
it. • tatlital Atotek' lfrerfn' Sien.000 to
-and theth- autherizied the
iifficVms tb issur:Stois000' weird) of
VISO. ..,tt Vi the inteetion the...
reliasers erilarge the calitiettyti 
le Viet, considerably.
Preparing to Move.
"'Mr. Mike [semen, the wealthy
.ouse owner of this city, has re-
third from a tour of the Indian Ter-
tory and Oklahoma. and has de-
cided to locate Oklahoma City,
which he finds a very thriving and
prosperous town, growing rapidly.
He contemplates disposing of his
many interesting and betaking him-
self sometime this year to that
Western country.
With New Company.
Mr. James Quinn has resigned his
position as manager of Western
Kentucky for the Mutual Life insur-
ance company, and taken a place
with the National Life Insurance
company.
Tobacco Growers.
President J. W. Morton of . the
D6ric Tobaccco Growers' Association
of McCracken comity, was in the
city yesterday from his farm down
in the country, and stated that huge
asrangetnenta were being made lot
the big gathering and barbecee to be
g!ircu next Saturday by the growers
at Kevil. which is twenty miles be-
low this city- in Ballard county, on
the Cairo division of the Illinois
Central railroad. Speeches will be
made, fine dinner served and a gen-
eral good time hod, while inciden-
tally many new members will he
Often for the neganizatiort that
-ba--coottr---of.- the tobacco 
market by the grower)", Instead of
the buyers, as has been the case for
year past.
om Jackson, Colored, 1%d—tif"
Wounds Inflicted When Jenkins
Shot Him.
Yesterday mpreieg Mrs Viola
•Sanderson of too L72 Broadway noti-
fied Chief James, ICsillin* that the
nigh,' before Frances Poe, an 18-year-
old girl of May.field, came to her home
to spend thenight-with her -daughter,
Mlaud Sanderson, aged 16. years, and
that yest...rday -morning. when the
'mother a wokesshes fodnd both girls
had gone. The'ehiof started the wires
to working and Is:seated% at Mayfield
the Sanderson girl who was inter-
cepted by:Chief McNiitt, and sent to
her mother on the noon -train.
WOundi Premed'
Yesterday raorninge early!: TOP
Jackson, aged .38. yeaess eartgssceleeed.
died at his borne 4n.%1Callijapielftst
sbefth end of • M'ectienieshoelbe eol 
reitfit of being -shot- Sonde* night
Jtenkins, colored, and aged
Ade 'Ale stellet featured .Lite
' *84" twee it fife ; d,:at h ,a8
hs'ft'4S4.a • ja &Vitt wor ked at
$ciiePl'siil'lttid JenItinleit.the Cf10•110-
srage"1actbil.' 'Jenkinssis in jail and
is41, kg, ,cPallged with Merited Al
fisstsit ws no thoegfitliecirson as
inittred:,4city. , •
steiten Wheel Fontid..
George. Brown, of tbe, News-Demo-
crat circulation 4ep.actment,2had his
bicycle stolen one yese ago, and yes-
terday the police loved it in the pos-
sssion of Connie Lee, sulfrfad. who
runs the bootblack. stand;behind the
Paducah Banking compeny at Fourth
and Broadway. Lee says he bought
the bike from Bigger Hale, colored,
who is now in jail on another charge.
Miss Jeanette
Pulled By Rice
THAT'S THE BEST HE COULD
DO YESTERDAY IN MAKING
ROUND.
The Official Cow Cate/ter Reports
That. People Are Fast Learning
,, 1„ , To Pen Aniamals.





-With the doctor's written °Hen. In
a- following this rule we hal/staff ad-
-vantage of a very large and complete
stock to draw froze!'" PUrtlitrmore,
prescriptiona larpyht, tpa us cannot
fall into the ban a of Inexperience
.i.persons, because , .•
EVICRY CL2RX
eist.
in our store is a regietered h fleas
441Pit






IliOdy of Mrs. Elzabeth Smith to h
Sent to Bardwell Today.
smornind the remain 1 °tilts.
Elizabeth Smith „will be shipPe'd '• to
lilareii" tot.' idtermette.' she 4avin
aiid tit pnebirionte 'Yesterday Morn
ing at s o'clock at the home.of he?
son. Mr. S. rni,th, of 7225 Bern-
beisn ,aventie.
The deeeased ws sr years of age,
arid born in Graves county, where she
resided until two years ago, when she
same Nem to live with her son. Sh
was aogoodsChristian wman of many
friends left bereft by her sad death
Pave liens and One daughter sarvive
they beinu J. P. Smith, ofsMoran
Mn., T. F. Smith, of' Port Worth
Texas,. J and I). H. Smith o
Oscar, Ka.,' M'el. R. N. Jerrald of
Oscar"! Kist aild Mc. S. M. Smith .pf
ts .,0f)r•
-The services were conducted yes
terday aftenpon at the residnoe o
f: 4 cam s(
• tem.he finds no cows loiteringat
flame upon the public streets, Mr:
P.yeurgirs Rice. the officialdimeecatch.
et for the city, takes up attytlikts.iirt
'the animal family . rambling toendi
:end yesterday made the priee catch
oritie career, it being a "J'anny" or
Jenrette; which he diecovered out in
the-West :End section of the city, and
drove her to the poured where the
heart is now being held. Tfe eamint
learn who her owner is sb warrants
can be gotten, and if the, Ight of
pissessioe elect not devetop within
few diys the animal wilt be miter.
tised ,andSsOld at public auction, ac-
cording to the law
Mr. Rice states that the cows are
becoming pretty scarce on the streets,
the people learning fast to pet 'them
up iu well secured lots or yards to
prevent them getting out on the
streets. It costs about Po in aft be
lore the cow owner gets through with
the court costs when his strap- antal
is Wore up, so ,the experience of those
caught is ,presenOng a good, lesson 10
die balance. .Ma. Rice bop ,capttrred
only about one cow in the put week,
this one belonging to J. D.,•Reddeel•
whaler ease was left open bystlin pm.
eke cruet judge yesterday morning, !
I-Dr. S. B. Caldwell was able 4
he at his office yesterday, after, a
month's illness 
-A large rowd..enjoyed, Ike Loaf
isiana eiteuteioe giVen bietIA §eFfendl-
ere' eis;ett fag
-The Awes ,'T. Walbert
Coofederate veteraes, met. lest ei
and adjciurned , until ,neeto .
issenieg on. ticeoent r tka OtVi
ace/teddy rooms being. ie Aioprn7
cose4iti4 while. the paietersifer wee
Ony there. . , s leen *set ,
Bornholm' avetnie.
b •••4 nri;atirt V'








DOWN ON THE CAIRO
DIVISION.
The Carpenters Committee Will .Be
Received At Chicago June aath-
Rambling of Rails.
Yesterday morning-about 7 o'clock
freight train No. 852 in charge of
Conductor Burkbani, was going at a
fast clip tifteed 'Miles out 'of thIlS
city towards ' Cairo, wheh' 01*,
Spread* and thirteen-freight "cilE'irr
piled in a heap, being inashed to
splinter,s, while thousands, dol-
lsrs worth of ruerchan a.s
ruined, Engine No. s was,,
the freight,. with Engineer
Bean and Pireman. Harper in
cab. ,
One tank of oil burst and=
liquid contents spread all over''
ground; while -a car of wheat'
one of' oats were mashed The
gine did • not leave the track' not
of the other cars hi the trI,' j.
was a fast 't reigli.e. The. Tee
crew .got Abe ,teaelei•cletteed.,)ty_Aeveit-
iug and tra4e 1,Aceented. eftle„
blockade, of some.itoetrt,,Ili 'nettartrs
were, reanarecred ,Jamila • One. 'rain ,to
the Whole onethe OPPagne side of the
wreck:se. HI., • Ligurtri, 1,, st. ,
# '1 -.0*-#.0084rtrwriol4
- ••• Geepeasera Wagea/.9
The emptetters workingen,the- I
C. system hire'-been notffled to send
their delegstioniske, ChiCago Yerne
28th, as at that time the road offie1kh4
wilt ferrite FINcdtindkitfte "whilch
warffit 'ih for the
carpentete,:tifk,,tvi,,#i*rie:ni Wes.
The, car p9' ',spes troll;
to 25 cgmtl, LT.)2r-ngi:
Promq09611: **de.
Timekeeper Lea-Meyers, of the
car department. -was yesterday pro-
moted to shipping clerk in the stores
room; succeeding Frank Duggan
who becomes neennrennt. Bell 'Gives'
tinvieg resigned the latter • place
Walter Pate tomulhonse • clerk, be-
comes timekeeper for the'car depattt
ment,. while na'rry Cole of' Nasitleille
succeeds him in the rouadliottie.'
PaY dar 16,14117:
The pay car-ix:mei in today. In
Ivy off the 'road. employes ,here.p:
Superintendent 'Wirt
. Sap's. A. HviEgen of, ihe Louin-
wile division arrived here last even-
s i•. ••I






d Isotnser4le..lia; leten,givee, a raise
in Wage.. I.eoPt S4-104 per r1kY itP $t
per risis -and, .t, PAOrkinit y re-
duced one boorsi.this resulted from
the strike on itbe Louisville division.
Pres.
isilos ..t
Mg WILL APP• EAR szvoatm
THIC BOARD OF WORMEt-
ii " F. TODAY.
•• er• less .. •





• S.Ca; DAL .4 lk 1011 91106
LOB •,'
President/410 M. IngramiteRfi et
Southern 1, flieulfithic einapeabi'l 0
Nashvfle, Term , kertved. barer Y
terday A' ntion front that TOSIIIIMIMI•
city, for the first tint!' tided
and while the citY4wilt* 'era
rangements for co
the work on it entgc,ky avenge
Jefferson street from Fourth ote
former, and Fifth on tire latt,ec,
its Ninth strut 
on bqth. He y
day announced that be would
rear before the board of
worlesetodoy ,and get their %sews"
to what they desired, him to
resurtling_th_t_wilork-
Last year when the'board-Of
works let the contract 'for. re-eon
structing Jefferson and the aeon's
from First to Ninth, and Sixth,
Seventh'' and -Ninth ant lab avenu
-fronlT First to Ninth, etsisad', Sixt













• , c .
. . -
TO ilkiemorrffirecliles lobnpleo
tsai 96*val!, Nadi nola!
A new milometer, sold
wow poillSITS guar-
' anti* and stoney II-'
..ateasart is ems/ ome
where it felts SO resiore
r, freckle*, famine., liver'
spots, anti-tan, gallow-
ses., collar, discolors-
DOD., blackheads and all
eruptions of ate akin, ao
it:trhs 
of buss
raises la la days, sad 51*
worst as days. After
these ditterea art russewed the will be
bazar figliseuesibs asaulaslite Iteehlia,Leelale It=
clear,
ar.1.011141.01111 Meet Or,
ffAltbnitt. TOILET COMPANY. Perla. Ted&. •
Ises--- -
to ;Jefferson, .Mr. ingram's. company
got -the entire contract. d Mr. In -
's company does only bitulithic
tructive work, manufacturing
spiiented-composition, so he sub
let to /Contractor Bridges the im-
prioverneetson the avenne from First
CO` Fifth, as that portion of these two
theirougliforea was,,,impeoved with
eauing britic, andl•its reactinstruction
6aished last fall: Now the bitulithic
cis down on the, avenge from
ourth out to Ninth, on Jefferson
loam Fifth to Ninth, and on -Sixth.
t7a,venth Maid Ninth from avenue to
Jafferson, and it in te.see when this
%sty bei started* that. President In-
leaniis nowine the city. He got the
storm bowers tender all these streets
ale°. and .aub-lee this -part of the
vtiffitstiS Gardner & Robertson, local'




and are now going out the avenue
beam „Four* tq sNiuth with ;the im-
ryseateet., .4!*, probable Ass bius-
pek ,erall; he, started right be-
,iatts, Fieserth en, the avenues
?Re:41F1 717:41:4;!..410948.t,telalk.isbtechaisiinlortvacthbeer aerdxwoo4n;
Vations, so that after the hintlitine
geleilessTitr ' A, Iraboli-vsti 'Atli ' place. Thaibgoicwkrae dere the
street wass dug up, so the under-.,. .,
vomul,'stleeni mains could be laid. '
t:::,6'ailisti:itish' tisitubit:r'griepie:•141proor'lleriearl.r,c jowobalbua.stp.11,Ialbnineetyde:pel idn ciFoiliht.nhe
states it
ithdel such unfaeerable., elerseatary
cianditions, that the peeple , aiquis
fiat lhoroeglifire, nor !be city offi-
kiar
ls, have, ever berg aiked to pay
n;thelhipreesteinent that has had to
'torn up iinjeunteroits,places to be
ilichH ht.( better composition.
" kA Atate4 yesterday 'morning, this4
i. eihdti at lite'' boa?1 of pubic
Weirltit, a resolution will be intro-
diteed,' to compel Contractor Bridges
tel"Cotikeneike WA( (it laying the
ibiferete sIdeivalks On Jefferson and
1%41'0110e Out as far as Fourth and
PIM. reaUeittiVely. ' The old brick
0:violent* 'wire taken aveey hart fail'.
and sidewallte excavated for the new•
walks, when cold 'weather slopped
the work. Now 'pretty weather has
prevailed' fiet a month or two, and
despiteithfs WC Bridges does not be-
rev litttefdi'Vlown . the walk*, but
works' hid. ii4n 'laying the cencrete
pavement. MW 'ow i'Weet Jefferson
etreet• and on ' *arable boulevard.
Where the traffic and ineonvrniertee
irs• nothing as compared wilts- OW
do•rw in. the business part of -town














Mt, Carmel, 3.7; falling,
Nashville, to.t; falling,
Rieteborg, rect; failing..
'Davis Island Dam, rov,
it. Louis, 17.8; failing:




This afternoon. M ffe O'clock t.
eteameri"Clyde i6it4es the Ten-
nessee river. She w1 back
nem Monday' nights'
The _Die_torff gets itt tostay ,
Ciarktinlle, It4ITI4., artlin he's T
isediately for. Nastreife.
enliertikirk-Mowtat, • skip, csofrl twit
°TPITYr rf,tjairP. vCi441 re.cl°4
and comes- tonight about elevere
The steamer Kentucky comes









ALL ODORLESS. In 10-3$ and
as cent Bottles.
'Phone Us Your. Meter,
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Seventh and Jaeksea St. 'Phone lea.
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone sit.
Excursion
St. Louie and Teaneseee lkivet
et ,corapater-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
Keg fTesr thriellot irtp to
It is a trip of pleaseges comfort
and rest; good ;services good table
good rotims, etc.- Boats leave each
Wednesday and Siturday at 3 p. et.
For other informatitin away lb Jet:














row night and leys here foe
G'clock Saturday afternoons hai.e•
skipping away on her tetstraistetstillik
*mut.
' The Joe Pow lea comes-41ft %lir
haw svansville and dugnrtS• ke-
rpedistely on her return that wag.
The. John S. HJpIlàs Icft• Neater-
day for Evansville and Wmed. back
tornoroow.
The Georgia Lee left Memphis
yesterday sad gets hare tomorrow
eu route up to Cincinnati.
Yesterday the steamer City of
Saltillo left St. Louis. and eft bug 
tannest bound for the Tennessee
aver. •
IV. •
—1-1dr: George Phillips continuea
rowing' worse:
.6.--The price Voe strawberries drdP--
ped to7 sienta per crate yesterday,.




e ',se.- • I. s. _fl U,
this season. y not buy
CI
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